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SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1914.

CITY EDITIOn.

I

about Ulster and the attitude of the
unionists, said:
"The country is confronted with the
gravest issue in the history of democratic government since the days of
I
the Stewarts. Representative
government in this land is at stake. I
am here on behalf of the government
to say we mean to confront this de
fiance of popular liberties with resolute and unwavering determination
whatever
the. hazard may be. We are
WILL SUPPRESS
GOVERNMENT
not fighting about Ulster or about
-'
ANTIOUTBREAKS OF THE
home rule. We are fighting for all
'
"
HOME RULE FOLK
that is essential to th civil liberty
'
of this land,"
An official communication issiied
ACTIVE
this,
afternoon says': V ,'
...
'"The recent movements of troops in
Ulster are purely precautionary with
IS PREPARING TO RESIST ANY
the ohject jf giving adequate protecMADE ON IT BY THE
tion to depots of arms' and ammuniSOLDIERS
tion and other government property
against possible risks."
It adds: "There has not been any
"WAITING TEOUELE" POLICY
Intention to move troops into Ulster
except fof these and like purposes."
- :
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TELLS A STORY OF HOW
HER HUSBAND WAS WRONGLY SUSPECTED

SHE

ACCUSES
FORMER

OF, '.WRONGDOING
CABINET MEMBER WAS
TO HAVE JBIVEN

DECLARED
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COULD

NOT

FOR THIS REASON SHE DECIDED
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REBEL GENERAL REFUSES TO
SELECTION OF CIVIL
'
OFFICIALS

remarked:
"
"I always took great interest in
the public life of w.y husband, shar
ing the pleasures and the cares of
i
politics."
The prisoner's recital was suspend
ed temporarily when she burst into
a fit of sobbing. On resuming her
testimony she said, speaking slowly:
"For two years an abominable cam
paign was directed against my husband, who was attacked on every oc
casion, notably on the charge that he
had secretly ceded a portion of the
French Congo to .Germany, and in connection with the Agadir incident in
I was deeply grieved by
Morocco.
these calumnies, which became par
ticularly venomous at the time of the
formation of the Doumergue cabinet.
The feeling of hostility I noticed es
pecially at; receptions. My indignation
was aroused because I had implicit
faith in my husband's probity."
Madame Caillaux was taken from
the jail to the. Jaw! court in a taxicab
preceded and followed by other taxiAs she
cabs containing po.fcemen.
descended from the cab she hid her
face with a large muff. The journey
of the prisoner was kept as secret as
possible, and very few of the public
were aware of it.

AL-LO-

IS SARCASTIC
Washington, March 21. Representative Murray of Oklahoma endeavored today to call up his resolution reChihuahua, Mexico, March 21-quiring the state department to trans"oproposition to hold aa ejection for.
on the refficers of the state of Chihuahua re- mit to the house a report
of Amdoctrine
cent
speech
Monroe
cently was put to General Villa by a
He
London.
in
bassador W.
Page
of
but the
CLARK

pA

ft
citizens,
delegation
general
was
declared that until the revolution is contended that the . resolution
over the government must be mili- - privileged.
'
"I don't know," said the speaker,
tary- .'..':telm(-'the. state department knows
"whether
which
electloa
was, neb .tyOW;
"Any
"what
its
policy is or. not, or whether
would necessarily be a military elecwhat its policy will be toit
knows
tion, which is one of the very things
next year, or 50 years
or
morrow
we are fighting against," General
a statement on
now.
from
Certainly
Villa replied.'
more than an
no
could
be
Outside the activities of a few im- this point
practical idealists, as' they are gener- opinion."
ally characterized, the public for the
present is indifferent as to the form
of government that will come after WANTS
JUSTICE
the revolution, although its success is
expected.
Meanwhile General Villa's word is
law. He is the legislative, executive
and judicial departments of government roller1 Into one, and he likes It
IMWhen In this city he lives In a palace REPRESENTATIVE PARK ASKS
DISTRICT
PEACHMENT
OF
confiscated from an exflera 'aristocrat.
OF COLUMBIA JUDGE
He wears a
soft fiat and
a blanket like any peon, except that it
Washington, March 21. A resolution
is of rich texture.
The high, the low and the middle to impeach Justice Daniel T. Wright
justice are his. Regars come to him of the supreme court of the District
for alms or permission to solicit them of Columbia was introduced in the
on the streets. Does, a cook want a house today by Representative Park,
to
job, a citizen wish to recover stolen democrat, of Georgia, and referred
to
decide
committee
the
judiciary
spoons or a mine owner wish to move
a hundred thousand dollars worth of what action shall be taken. The comsupplies to his property? It Is all the mittee recently1 dismissed as uncorroborated charges similar to those consame; Villa decides.
The restraint which the former out- tained in the Park resolution, which
law has put upon his own conduct has alleged the justice was guilty of imearned him the admiration of a great proper conduct on the bench and in
many former critics. Compared with 'private life.
Justice Wright attracted wide attenthe forebodings felt about his rale,
his mistakes are said to have been tion as the justice who sonteiice-remarkably few, eni his admirers in Samuel Gcmpt'rs, John MJtchell and
to jail terms for congist that his mental and moral status Frank
in
the Buck Sfove and
thrust
court
are
as
of
tempt
responsibilities
prows
upon it.
0

,

WIGHT HRE
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MUTILATED IS

FULL

AC-

REBEL
GENERAL
LIEVES HE WILL WIN THE
DECISIVE BATTLE

"DTKER" VELASCO

ADJUTANT GENERAL
PROMISES
HER DETENTION IF! SHE RETURNS TO COAL CAMP

Trinidad, Colo., March 21. Informa
tion charging seven strikers of ,the
Forbes tent colony wftn tne murder of
Neil Smith, a
coal miner,
whose dead send mutilated body was
found on a railroad track near Suffield
on March 8, have been filed in the

IS

BE-

CESFEEATE

,

COMMANDER

OF FEDERAL TOWN
WILL NOT GIVE UP WITHOUT A STRUGGLE

Constitutionalist Headquarters, Yer-mDurango. Mexico, March 21.
With cannon planted practically all accoutrements of war burnished and
l
Pancho Villa, with his
12,000 rebel soldiers, 'today was pre;
pared to begin the investment of
district court. The men charged with
to hurl the rirst shell into the
the crime are Joseph Gill, Garfield trenches of the resisting federal army
Hancock, John Ure, Charles Kelly, under General Refugio Velasco in
Joe Ramos, Frank etek and William what Is considered the decisive battle
"
4
JVatson.'
of the constitutionalists' revolution.
Upon application of Attorney F. W.
Full of confidence and certain of
Clark, local counsel for the United victory, General Villa has magneticMine Workers of America, in court ally transmitted his nergy to his sub
this morning, bail was fixed for each ordinates, and today the waking camp
defendant in the sum of $10,000.
of Yermo presented a scene which
The seven men were held following never had marked a revolutionary
the release early this week. of 16 movement in Mexico.
other strikers arrested by the military
The peon soldiers hurried here and
authorities the day preceding the there, giving final touches to the esbreaking up of th. lower tent colony. tablishment of the rebels' plans for
the opening assault, spurred on by the
Will Arrest ''Mother" Jones
sharp command of supervisors.
Denver, Colo., March 21. Adjutant
The beginning of today saw the
General John Chase, who arrived to- rem') army siauoneu on uie uuisnuis
-- '
i
' ' it I of. the federal
day from the
stronshold, a position
sa'd llwtt'hskJuw:,,, v. v.
.XfiiMnnce
m,; 3h.T :r u ;1,
rest "Mother" Wary Jones on sight if and with scarcely the sound of a shot
she returns to Trinidad. Mother Jones to check their preparations for asstill was at her hotel in Denver. She sault. Within Torreon all was comparsaid that the time for her departure atively quiet, and none in the rebel
for the strike zone had not yet been camp knew what preparations General
fixed.
Velasco was making to repel the onTwo more companies of the Color- slaught of the revolutionists.
ado National Guard were sent home
today.. They are companies D and H
O'Shaugnessy Is III
of the First infantry, with headquarVera Cruz, Mexico, March 21. Nelters at Greeley and Brush.
son O'Shaughnessy, American Charge
D'Affaires, arrived here today in a
private ear, escorted by a company of
presidential guards. He expects to
STRIKING TIIMERS
remain some days to undergo treatment for sciatic rneumatlsm. Rear
Armirat Frank P. Fletcher, the AmerREFUSE TG
ican naval commander, expects to return here from the capital on Monday.
A wireless dispatch from Clarence
THEY HOLD THEIR TENT COLO- A. Miller, American consul at Tain-picNIES NEAR WEST VIRGINIA
reports that all railroad and wire
COAL PROPERTIES
communication has Deen interrupted
He says the
for the past four day
Colliers, W. Va March 21. Strik- rebels are reported to be running
ing miners of the West Virginia and trains regularly between. Victoria and
Pittsburgh Coal company, who have Altamlra.
bch in camp near the "company's It Is understood that Nelson..
property since the strike was declared Shaushnessy. American
,. ipflast September, held their ground y faires, and Thomas B. Hopleh, British
It was reported James Oates, charge d'affaires, who came with him
their leader, who is on trial in the from Mexico City, will confer this afUnited States district court at Phillppi ternoon with John LInd, personal repfor violating the Injunction of Judge resentative of President Wilson.
Dayton, had ordered them to leave
their tents.
Las Vacas Taken
JoBeph Bowers, who was in comDel Rio, Tex.. March 21. Last night
mand of the camp in Oates' absence, 50 constitutionalist troops took peacedecided he would maintain the camp able
possession of the town of Las
until he received orders from John Vevas, Mexico Which was ' evacuated
Pi White, president of the United Mine
by federals Thusday.
Workers of America, to move.
More Troops on Border
Laredo, 'Tex., March 21. The Third
battalion. Ninth infantry, comprising
at
12 officers and 2S0 men, arrived
TODAY IN CONGRESS
duty.
border
for
I
patrol
Laredo today
T
Two additional battalions of the Ninth
Washington, Marc ft 212. Senate: are expected tomorrow.
non-unio- n

ready.-fjenera-

Tor-reron-
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BISHOPS LOSE CASE
Nashville, Tenn., March 21. The
Tennessee supreme court today decided the case involving the control
of Vanderbilt University in favor of SENATOR CRITICISES
PRESIDE;;
the University Board of Trust against
FOR DESIRING TOLLS
the College of Bishops of the Southern
LIMITED
Methodist church. The court held the
board of .trust to be a
E

OTCOISIKCE

MEXICO

a train

EEAE1EST

AND

BURNISHED

FOR THE CONFLICT

victim of Violence was laid
on track to be mangled '

IT WILL

STAND

TRINI-- ,

still

JOkES

Mi"

TORRE

NIEL SMITH

by

Cal-met- te

troops, including four battalions of Infantry, with machine guns and two
batteries of field artillery, all equipped for active service, have arrived m
the various towns of Ulster.
These troops form
the advance
guard of a largely armed force, which
the military authorities are sending to
tlie northern province of Ireland to
prevent the assumption of local gove
ernment by
rulers.
These sudden preparations by the
war office so far have not created any
public demonstration In Belfast The
leaders of the
unionist provisional government, however, admit
their anxiety lest their
followers .precipitate riots aurlng
the two days of idleness, at the weefc
end, and give their opponents , the
sought-fo- r
opportunity for enforcing
rigorous repressive measures.
Sir Edward Carson, the Ulster
unionist leader, and his lieutenants,
desire the government to take the first

UNION MINERS IN

READY

TO ASSAULT

DAD ACCUSED OF KILLING

AWAY LANDS

All Towns Armed
Belfast, Ireland, Marh 21. Ulster to
ED BY MILITARY
DETRACTOR
day presented a martial aspect. All
the towns were occupied by soldiers "
London, March. 21. The outstand- of the
Paris, March 21. Madame Caillaux,
regular army and other detachin black, sobbingly gave her
gowned
ing feature of the news from Ireland ments were
marching along with version of the
today was the disaffection among the trains of
killing of Gaston
baggage and ammunition
officers of the regular army under
before
Henri
Boucard, the in
on their way to strengthen the
orders to proceed to Ulster with their carts,
today. The
magistrate,
various garrisons. At all the union- vestigating
court room was protected from any
regiments. The actual number of res- ists centers there was
great animation
disturbance by a heavy guard.
ignations among them was still prob;
Ulster
the
volunteers.
among
Mme. Caillaux began with a brief
lematical, but that it was considerable
Within 24 hours, over 3,000 regular
was evident from the earnest early
history of her married life. Then she

morning consultations of cabinet ministers regarding the best means of
counteracting the movement. The
actual fact of this disaffection is the
more discomforting to the military
authorities since the army; is already
seriously short of commissioned officers.
.
Threats of a crisis in the amy if
a movement of regular troops was
undertaken against Ulster had long
been current and in gome quarters it
it believed that sudden marching of
a limited number of troops was ordered so that the military authorities
might gather an Idea as to how widespread the threatened disaffection
was.
Immediately after. Colonel Zeeley,
the secretary of state for war, had
been in audience with King George at
Buckingham Palace this morning,
Colonel Zeeley summoned a meeting
of the army council which took the
necessary steps to replace officers
who resigned.
According to reports, however, the
number of vacancies is rapidly increasing and it seems possible that
all the regular regiments which have
been serving In Ulster may Rave to
be withdrawn and replaced by fresh
troops, as both men and officers have
openly expressed their disinclination
to take the offensive against men with
whom they have been fraternizing.
This momentary earning of the
crisis from. Ulster to the army
may give the peace makers their desired opening.
The return of Arthur J. Balfour,
former unionist premier, to London
has given heart to the advocates of
a compromise. He and Premier
have served iong year side by
Hide in the political field alia, undefl-stanand appreciate bneanother. j 'r '
Premier Asquith and Boner Law,
the official leader of the opposition
in the house of commons, whenever
they have come into contact, have
given embittered displays of partisanship, ,,.v,
It was thought in many quarters
that today If the government would
consent to the counties' of Ulster perpetual local option on the question of
home rule, instead of compelling them
to come under the Dublin parliament
at the end of six years, a way out of
the present difficulty would be opened. The nationalists always have contended that the Ulster' men would be
glad to join the home rule scheme
once it had been demonstrated that
their fears of unfair treatment were
unfounded.
King George himself is talcing an
active part in the negotiations. He ia
not confining his conferences to members of the cabinet, but has been in
communication with Arthur J. Balfour and gave an audience to Field
Marshal Lord Roberts after he had
seen the secretary of state for war.
Lord Roberts subsequently conferred
at length with Colonel Zeeley and the
war office executive's staff, which has
been, working at high pressure.
"Liberalism will not flinch one 4nch
before the arrogant
and insolent
plague of Toryism," was the message
conveyed today by David
chancellor of the excheequer,
to a mass meeting or liberals at
The chancellor, Rpeaking

THREE

IS

ILLA

ss

CHARGE

COU RT

ULSTER

HELD

OfriROER

V1TNESS IN

KEEP ORDER

yiilST

STRIPS

CAILLAUX

matic circles that some developments
might be expected.
Secretary Bryan said he knew nothing of the reports from Mexico City
that Mr. O'Shaughnessy might resign
because of ill health.

noon.

body.
The-held yaat the
board of trust's selections are subcoiurt,-howeve-

EE

STATEMENT

isici:;:r.

ject to confirmation by the general con- BORAH AND OTHERS DCLAr.l
ference or the church's board of eduTHE EXECUTIVE DID NOT
cation.
MAKE SUCH DEMAND
Under the decision the college of
bishops' veto of the acceptance by
the Board of Trust of Andrew Carnegie's million dollar gift to the Vanderbilt medical department ia without efTHE WESTERN SOLON WANTS TO
fect.
KNOW WHY WHITE HOUSE
The court held that "Commodore"
Cornelius Vanderbilt and not the
IS ALWAYS CONSULTED
Southern Methodist church was the
founder and original patron of Vander21. Senator
Washington, March,
bilt University.
Jones' much, discussed resolution ca&.
ing on President. Wilson for informaLEE KILLS HIMSELF
tion of what nations had protect.' :'..
Mount Clemens, Mich., March 21.
against the Panama tolls exemption tt- Ashton Leo, 67 years old, said to be a day was referred to the
foreign relaprominent manufacturer in Lawrence, tions committee, after Senator 0'Gr-ma- u
Mass., fired three bullets into his
and its author had withdrawn Oright temple today and' Is reported to bjections.
be dying. The attending physicians
Senator Hoke Smith and Senatot-Jone- s
pronounced the man's vitality as exclashed when the latter wanted:
traordinary, but said there was no hope a limit on Panama tolls debate. Senator-Smitfor his recovery. He had been taking
blocked it, but Senator Jones,
the baths; his wife was with him. Lee waiting until a bill on the calnedar
is the head of the Lee Chemical com- had been called
up, read the article
pany of Lawrence..
which sought to show that the president-had
told members of' the huiuw
NO MORE TRAINING
that debate on the bill should be li raBerlin, March 21. The training og ited to 15 hours.
aviators was suspended today by the
"I don't believe the president Eal
executive committee of the National any such suggestion," said Senator
Aviation society. It resolved that the
republican.
funds could be better used in giving
"We see in almost every ecw'
r
prizes for the encouragement of rec every day," Senator' Joaea
ord breaking, as Germany, in its opin "reports of senators or ret lvn "A
ion, already is adequately
supplied going to the president to ask wbc
with competent aviators.
this or that bill suita him or th.'-t '
that argument i" ni'ifac4
Whetfier the
r' c .3 t.ra
OPHMKO CASIGO IS
do not know, but tney cccir
-must
'
. j- that
there
be
quently
sonie
1 11.1
fifsn-- r
nv
dation for them. It was jrc-,- 1 r
tirAiii that during a conference I ii '"
the .president the other day it arJ '
recent speech on the tolls ouefef" rt
my
VENEZUDICTATOR
OF
FORME.R
that the president had told n, I i
ELA LOCATED BY POLICE
'skating on thin ice.' I never hoani
OFFICERS
any such statement from the president If it was made afterwards, it
Port of Spai,., Trinidad, March 21.
former dictator of was made for consumption of lip
General Cast
Venezuela, whose whereabouts has press."
The incident ended with a g e.:-.been unknown for several months,
was located here today. He was not volley of remarks from democraive
senators that they had profited 1 y
arrested.
A party of detectives last night consulting the president on various
raided; a hotel occupied almost solely subjects.
0
by Venezuelans and found there
A PORTER KILLED
rounds of ammunition and a few
Toledo, O., March 21. SamUt.1
revolvers.This discovery led to a
further investigation early today. The a porter, was killed and $30, C )
police proceeded to a housa which of furniture owned by a
automobiles were
had been occupied for several months store and
by General Carmelo C&fltro, a brother stroyed in a fire which ori it
i
i
of the former president, armed with among gasoline tajiks in a g
a search, warrant, where they went today.,. The buMing lu Vil.it h i
w
and ' .furniture
over the place. Among the effects flf.j garaga
). uone
were located is, situated in til's J'
the',!bcciipants they found only
district.
revolver and a few cartridges.
On entering one of the rooms they
A FATAL GAME
found it occupied by. General Castro
1
.
Kansas City, March 21
himself. The onfrtifae (dictator was
iU
two
other
over
sic
with
t
the
proced- ing "jail"
extremely indignant
ure of the police, whose methods he at his home here today, u- -.
denounced as harsh and unnecessary. Bright, 9 years old, was r ' t i , i
stomach and fatally woumtcJ A
et was the jail. Itoy Eodn v STRIKE NOT LIKELY
James
conGreen, aged 9 and 10 ;,:r i
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were the gtiarus. J
of
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western
Pennsylvania,
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Conference in Vera Cruz
Referred to the foreign relations
committee the Jones resolution calling
Washington, Miuxh 21. Secretary
on the president for full information Bryan announced today that there bad
beof protests against the Panama tolls ben a conference at Vera Crua
PortJIlo
y
Jose
and
tween John Land
exemption.
of
Met at noon.
affairs
of
House:
minister
foreign
Rojas,
Debate was resumed on the river Mexico. As to its natures however,
and harbors bill.
Secretary Bryan said no word had
reached him.
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OLD NEW YORK

V V LITTLE

New York, March 21. What is to
fceeome of Oscar Hammersteln's new
Lexington Avenue opera house? This
is one of the most discussed questions
in New Yorfe theatrical circles at the
present time. Mr. Hauinierstein has
not given tip all bope of producing
grand opera In the new house, but this
will he possible ouiy la the event of
a favorable decision of the appellate
court on the Injunction obtained by
(he Metropolitan Opera company. If
the decision Is against him he may
turn the big theater Into a home for
English melodrama Or, again, he
may join the procession and turn the
iouse over to the "movies."

fully withstood the competition of the
several large and magnificent hotels
that have been built within a stone's
throw recently. Two things have added much to the fame of the Grand
Union. The first la that its proprietor
is Simeon Ford, one of the best
known of the city's hotel men and
after-dinnspeaker and humorist of
national reputation. The second thing
that has added to the fame of the hotel Is the collection of viewa of old
New York that adorn the walls of the
corridors and reception rooms. The
collection is said to be the finest of its
kind In existenca Among the paintings and engravings showing the metropolis as it appeared in the early
One of the largest weddings of the days are many that are without
season took place this afternoon at
Flushing. I I. The bride was Miss
Another and far more historic land
Eleanore Simonds, daughter of Mr.
mark
that Is about to be lost to New
of
M.
Flushing
Simonds
F.
Mrs.
and
and the bridegroom Marion J. Ver- York la the old Sun, building, the five
structure which stands
dery, Jr., son of M. J. Verdery, former story red brick
of in a setting of skyscrapers at Park
Southern
of
Society
the
president
New York. Mr. Verdery is a graduate Row and Frankfort street. The New
of Princeton, class of 1910, and lives York Sua has finally decided to move
at Great Falls, Mont., where he Is a up town and its old home will unconstruction engineer. His cousin and doubtedly be torn down and replaced
old buildclassmate, the Rev. Charles P. Deems, by a modem edifice The
offan
institute
history.
Interesting
Church
ing
possesses
Seamen's
of the
iciated at the wedding ceremony, which More than 100 years ago it was built
took place in St George's Protestant as the headquarters of the Tammany
war of 1812 was on at
Episcopal church. More than one society. The
time
the
In
attendance.
the
building was finished.
thousand guests were
As one of the finest buildings In old
Five thousand exhibitors from all New York and the most important
parts of the United Mates, Canada and political headquarters in the city, it
Great Britain ana the Continent are became the scene of the most impor
expected to attend the second annual tant social functions of the day. Up
exhibition of the motion picture art one flight of stairs was the great hall
to be held at the Grand Central Palace where the Tammany men held their
this spring, under the combined aus- meetings. It was in this hall that New
to
pices of the International Moving Pic- York society gathered to do honor
war
of
the
heroes
naval
the
the
and
returning
Independent
exhibitors
ture
s
Inhibitors of America. The annual of 1812. Decatur, Bainbridge and Rod-gerin
was
MoIt
there.
were
entertained
International
conventions of the
tion Picture exhibitors and the Inde- this place, too, that the great recepwas held
pendent Exhibitors of America will be tion in honor of Lafayette
In 1867 the building was
in 1824.
held in connection with the
purchased by Charles A. Dana and his
associates and converted into a home
One fraiueutly reads of sailing ships for the newspaper they were about to
staunch and still in Bervlce at the age launch.
of 50 years or more. In comparison
with these, the big modern steamships
It is something or an off day when
have careers resembling that of a young William Zeigler doesn't get into
summer butterfly. But a little more print. The latest occasion was when
than 15 years ago New York was agog he appeared before a magistrate and
over the arrival of the Kaiser Wilhelm applied for a permit to carry a revol
der Grosse, of the North German ver, giving as his reason that he was
IJoyd line, on her maiden trip from in the habit of carrying large sums of
Europe. The vessel was hailed as money about with him and was in
"the last word in marine construction," fear of robbers. Zeigler is the most
and American millionaires arranged forceful voung multimillionaire who
their dates so that they might take has bobbed up In New York in a long
passage on this greatest of all ships. time. He is chock full of life and enAnd now the Kaiser Wilhelm der Gros- ergy and as the old saying goes he
se is to be devoted to third class and has never been quiet a minute since
steerage traffic only. So rapid is the he came into the $25,000,000 fortune
the hating
progress In marine construction that left by his foster-rathea dozen years hence the Olympic, the nowder king. Young Zeigler came of
Imperator and even the Aquitania may age and inherited the money about a
he relegated to steerage traffic. And year ago. He has a liking for the
passen- white lights of Broadway and has play
perhaps all the
ger vessels may be put out of business ed "angel" for some theatrical enter
by that time with the people flitting prises. But neither the white lights
back and forth over the big pond in nor the atcor folk have made any
airships. Who knows!
great headway in separating the young
millionaire from his millions. If the
And now the Grand Union hotel at gentry who are looking for easy money
Forty-seconstreet and Park Avenue were wise enough to take a good look
appears to be scheduled for razing. It at young Zelgler's square jaw and
must come down in order to provide sharp eyes they could see that he
the diagonal connection between the wasn't cut out for an easy mark.
old Park avenue subway and the new
Lexington avenue line. The Grand
A naln in the side or hack that
Union hotel, though hardly to be class- catches yon when you straighten up
ed among the historic hostelries of the call" for a rubbing application or BALr
metropolis, has for a long time occu- LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It relaxes
contracted muscles and permits
pied a prominent position as a com- the
without suffering or inconvenmercial house. It has had the advantr motion
ience.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
the
located
opposite
age of being
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo.
Grand Central station and has success- Adv.
trans-Atlantl-
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble
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Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys,
which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney ami bladder troubles is because they are
'
of t ; "
r, sfcr-theniand restorative
'
" ' 13 1 a, Id up and renew these irn- 1 v
1 c
. Zre
.t joa r.et Foley Kidney Pill3
f
r
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Trey are tonic in action,
t
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illlD (iERVODS
finds Health in Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Creston, Iowa. "I suffered with female troubles from the time I came into
womanhood until I
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harmful drugs.

CROSS

DP. UG

CO.

Young People's Meeting,

.,

AND

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Raeeyruue,

pastor.

,

a.m.; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school la English
and Spanish at 3 p m. In Spanish at
3:30 p. m. RoBary en--' benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30

First mass at 7:00

had taken Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I
would have pains if

6:30 p. m.

This is one

Prayer meeting, Wednesday even

PV L P IT
Choir Loft
:

P--

ing, 7:30 p. m.
All cordially invited.
This Church Bids You Welcome
To all who mourn and need com
fort To all Who are tired and need
rest To all who are friendless and
want friendship. To all who are lone
ly and want companionship. To all
who are homeless and want a church
home. To all who pray and to all
who do not, but ought To all who
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
this church opens wide Its doors, and
in the name of Jesus the Lord, says
welcome.

I overworked or

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
speaklifted anything Sunday school for Englishchildren
Rev.
Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
and
would
Spanish speaking
ing
heavy, and I
las avenue and Tenth street
be so weak and nervery Sunday at 1:30 p. vx.
vous and in so much
Morning worship and sermon. at U
misery that I would
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- o'clock.
A
be prostrated.
Bible study and Sunday school ses
friend told me what ROWS Rev. Paul Gllherton, pastor. sion at 9:45 a. m.
Sunmass
a.
third
First
m.,
at
6:30
your medicine had done for her and I
Society of Christian Endeavor at
tried it It made me strong and healthy day excepted. Second mass 8.30;
30 p. m.
and our home is now happy with a baby sermon in English, hymns rendered
The church extends a most hearty
boy. I am very glad that I took Lydia by the children under the direction
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass welcome to all people. Visitors and
do all I can to recommend it" Mrs. A.
In Spanish. sojourners In the city especially
B. Boscamp, 60 E. Howard Street, at 10:30 a. m., sermon
4
At
school.
3
to
From
Sunjday
Creston, Iowa.
Benediction
of the BleBsed SacraTons of Roots and Herbs
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
are used annually in the manufacture
ner
of Main and Eighth streets. Rev.
fourth
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- for the Insane, mass every
J.
L.
Imhof, pastor.
the
pastor.
pound, which is known from ocean to Stinday by
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
ocean as the standard remedy for
Communion and preaching 11 a. m
female ills.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
For forty years this famous root and Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 71G National
Evening service, 7:30 p. m.
herb medicine has been
avenue, East Las Vegas.
The church welcomes the public at
successful in controlling the diseases of
22.
March
In
Lent,
Fourth
Sunday
women. Merit alone could have stood
the services.
tending
Holy Communion, 7:30.
this test of time.
9:45.
school,
If you Lave th slightest doubt Sunday
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Morning prayer, confirmation and
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta sermon
James E. Richard, pastor.
11.
by the bishop,
ble Compound will help you,wrlto
Hours of service::
o'clock.
11
at
service
of
Order
LydiaE-PinkhaMedicineCo.
to
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
to
adProcessional 358, "Alleluia, Sing
(confidential) Lynn,Massf or
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
vice. Your letter will be opened, Jesus," (J. B. Powell.)
B.
Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
read and answered by a woman,
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant
and held in strict confidence.
are without a church b"ne
If
you
(J. Robinson.)
We can help you.
Gloria PatrL Chant. (J. Robinson.) come!
If you are looking for church wort
Benidicite, Omnia Opera, (Read.)
WESTERN ASSOCIATION REVIVED
You can help us.
come!
Crotch.)
(W.
21.
reor
March
Chant,
The
Benedictus,
Tulsa, Okla.,
Railroad
and National Avenues.
Hymn, 375, "Our Blest Redeemer,
ganizes of the "Western Baseball assoB.
ere
He
(J.
Dykes.),
ciation are to meet here tomorrow to
Breathed,"
Chronic Stomach Trouble Cured
Sermon.
adopt a playing schedule and complete
There is nothing more discouraging
and
the
"In
Anthem,
Beginning
other arrangements for opening the
than a chronic disorder of the stomseason.
The association will have Lead Kindly Light," (Custance.)
ach. Is it not surprising that many
clubs in Pittsburgh, Kan., Fort Smith,
Hymn 214. "Draw Holy Ghost Thy suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure is within their
Oklahoma City, Seven-FolVeil," (K. Oliver.)
Ark., Jopiin, Mo.,
had for a trifle?
reach and
Confirmation Office, Prayer Book, "About onemay be
Muskogee and Tulsa, Okla.
year ago,'' says P.' H.
273.
page
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Hymn 615, "O Jesus, I have Promis package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a ed," (J. V. Elliott)
well. I had previously used any numcough or cold may save you both sickof Alms, (Anon.)
Presentation
ber of different medicines, but none
ness and money. F. F. Monahan, Men
Recessional 519, "Saviour, Blessed or them were of any lasting benefit."
omonie. Wis., says: "I am exposed
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
to all kinds of weather and I find Fo- Saviour," (H. Coward.)
ley's Honey and Tar Compound always
Full vested choir and crucifer.
fixes me up In good shape when i
Sopranos Misses L. Myers, M. Low- - DORR TO PAY DEATH PENALTY
catch cold or have a bad cough. 1
Boston, March 21. Unless an elev
Van Petten, Mills, "Winters, Hart
ry.
recommend it gladly." Refuse all subenth-hou- r
commutation of sentence
Van
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
AbPtt
stitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Noves,
Cross Drue; Store. Aqv.
Horn. AUos V'.Ves Myers, Webb, comes from the go'vernor's council,
i
Lowry, and Mrs. ;.orrissette. Tenors William A. Dorr of Stockton, Calif., the
TWO TO BE TRIED FOR MURDER
Messrs, Clay, Van Horn and Morris-sette- . convicted murerer of George E. Marsh
Media, Fa., March 21. The
Bassos Messrs, Taylor, Moore, will be put to death in the electric
murder case which attracted wide Haskell, Paice, Gehring and Swallow. chair in Charlestown prison during the
week beginning at midnight tonight.
attention in the early part of the win Crucifer Herman Spiess. Organist
Marsh, who was an aged and wealthy
ter is to come up for tial here Mon Miss Marie Mann.
day. The men to be tried are George
This church is open daily for private soap manufacturer of Lynn, was
found dead on the Lynn marshes on
H. Marsch and Rowland S. Penning- prayer and meditation.
April 12, 1912. The evidence showed
toil. They are accused of the murder
that he had been shot while riding in
of S. Lewis Pinnerton, a young tax
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
collector of Edgraont and overseer of Regular services every Sunday morn- an automobile and his body thrown in
a group of farms In that township. ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday to the marshes. A week after the
PInkerton was last seen alive on No- evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. haiL crime Dorr was arrested at his home
in Stockton, Calif., and brought to
vember 7. A few days later Marsch
Boston
in a state of collapse.
and Pennington, farm hands employed
E.
CHURCH Cor
FIRST M.
Dorr lived in Stockton at the home
unJer Pinkerton, were arrested on sus- Eighth and National avenue. Rev. K.
of his aunt. Miss Orpha Marsh, adoptpicion of having been concerned in C. Anderson, pastor.
ed daughter of a ttrother of George
worthe latter's disappearance. Penning
9:45.
Sunday school,
Morning
K. Marsh, who was custodian of a
ton is alleged to have made a confes ship with sermon at 11 o'clock. E
sion, which placed the greater part of worth League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
the blame on Marsch. On information worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock
MOTHER CRAY'S
A cordial Invitation la extended to
furnished by Pennington the authori
SWEET POWDERS
ties found the body of the murder vie all who have no other place of wor
FOR CHILDREN.
AOmtalnRliffarFBTerfiibnii,
tim buried in the woods. Robbery is ship to attend Cirine services at this
Headarhe!
roniitlpmiioB,
Mom.rh Traabfea,
Teething
supposed to have been the motive for church.
The Brrnlc Bp Cold
wernin.
Trade Mrk. in
the crime. At the time of his disap
M houn. At mil DruwnTa.
SLcu.
von i accept Kimpi muled KKKK.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner p.HaltiUit A. S. OLMSTED, Le Roy. fi.Y.
pearance Pinkerton had about $300 in
his pockets and wore a valuable ring. of Main and Sixth streets. Rev. J
The money and ring were missing Milton Harris, Pastor.
when the body was found.'
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
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Hundred Smart,
Practical Styles
in the

Special

April
Fashion Number

,

of

THE DELINEATOR
Important changes of style are taking place
right now. Every woman must have reliable
information on these changes. The April
number of THE DELINEATOR shows you everything and tells you everything about them.
It contains over 00 beautiful Spring and earlySummer designs. The very latest Butterick styles. Prescriptions of all
the newest materials! The special April number of THE DELINEATOR
it the most important Fashion announcement of the year.
-
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15 CENTS AT THE PATTERN COUNTER
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Established 186

SoutKSidoBaj

i

trust from which she received an al
lowance with the understanding that
the entire fund would come to her on
the death of George E. Marsh.
The prosecution 'claimed that this
fund furnished the motive for the
murder, as Dorr believed himself to
be the beneficiary under Miss Marsh's
about "doing the job" and "glad it is
all over."
Dorr admitted killing Marsh, but
said he acted in self defense when
Marsh attacked him after he had resented a remark of Marsh's concerning Miss Marsh.
will.
Evidence at the trial showed
that Dorr had been in Lynn for a week
or so before the murder and had been
in conference with Marsh. There was
also introduced a diary belonging to
Dorr and which contained entries

,

-

The Forty Year Test

article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
An

years. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
was first offered to the public in 1872
From a small beginning it has grown
in favor and popularity until it has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you will understand
why it is a favorite after a period of
more than forty years. It not only
gives relief it cures. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
SHIPS AT TARGET PRACTICE
'
21
March
Eleven
Washington.
battleships, comprising the flower of
the Atlantic fleet, will begin to assemble tomorrow off the entrance to
Chesapeake bay, where they are to
engage in the annual spring target
practice with their heavy guns. The
vessels to participate are the Michigan, Louisiana, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Georgia, New Hampshire,
Wyoming, Kansas, Nebraska, Delaware and Virginia. The maneuvers
will continue until April '4, after which
date the vessels will leave for their
home yards for docking.

"
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The Mothers' Favorite
A couch
medicine for children
f'loitM be harmless. It should be
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Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains nd rheumatism. It is a powerful healing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
TO STUDY CHINESE SANITATION
New York, March 21. The commission selected by the Rockefeller Foun-

dation to investigate medical conditions in China sailed on the Imperator
The commission
today for Europe.
Is headed by Harry Pratt Judson, president of the University of Chicago.
Particular Inquiry will be made by the
commissioners into the sanitary condi
tion of Chinese cities, in an effort to
trane a connection between sanitation
and the frequent Chinese plagues.

Special "Health Warning" for March
March Is a trying month for the
very young and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrippe and

pneumonia are to be feared and

air passages. It is safe, pure ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Re.l
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
TO UNVEIL VERDI MONUMENT

San Francisco, March 21. The mon
ument erected in Golden Gate park in
honor of Verdi, the great Italian com
poser, is to be unveiled tomorrow with
elaborate exercises. The monument
is a gift to the city from the Italian
residents of San Francisco and
is to be made the occasion
for a great festival in which musicians and Italian residents from tho
entire Pacific coast are to take part.
Members of the Chicago Opera company and a chorus of 2,000 school children will contribute the musical portions of the program.
Take HERBINE for Indigestion. It
relieves the pain in a few minutes and
forces the fermented matter which
causes the misery into the bowels
where it is expelled. Price 50c. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

SURPLUS
'

A Duty that Every Man Owes to Those
who Perpetuate the Race.
M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

is Just as important that men should
knnw of progressive methods In advance at
motherhood.
The suffering, pain and distress Incident to
can be easily
voided by having at hand a bottle "of
Mother's Friend.
This Is a wonderful, penetrating, external snvMeatlon that reiievei all tension
upon the muscles andi enables them to erpancl
without the painful strain upon the liga
Dietts. Thus there Is avoided all those nep-vo- u
spells ; the tendency to nausea or morning sickness Is counteracted, and a bright,
eunny, happy disposition is preserved that
reflects wonderfully upon the character and)
temperament of the little one soon to open
Its eyes in bewilderment at the joy of his
arrlal. Yon can obtain a bottle of
''Mother's Friend" at any dm store at
f 1.00; and It will be the best dollars worth,
yon ver obtained.
the moth.
It
T's fiealth, enables herpreserves
to mkt a quick:
and complete recovery, and thus with renewed strenerth she 'will osccrly devote
hers?lf to the care and attention which
ruena so much to the welfare of the child
V'rite to the Rradlield Iiegotntor Co., 129
tart;sr lildst., Atlanta, f!a.,'
tor their valuable and Instructive booi of piWunce for
i";,it)t mothers. Get bouia of Moih-- r
Vrivod, toniay.

it
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D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
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avoid-

ed. Foley's Honey and Tar is a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a coid
and relieve inflamed and congested

Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
effective, thoroughly cleansing and always pleasant in action. They contain
blue flag, are a remedy for constipation and sluggish liver, and a tonio to
the bowels, which are improved by
Just Right for Backache and
their use. Try them. They do not
Rheumatism
Foley Kidney Pills are so thorough- fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
ly effective for backache, rheumatism, G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drua
swollen and aching Joints, kidney and Store. Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

LI:thcfs Fried

bladder ailments that they are recommended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains in my back, and before I finish
ed one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared."

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

IAD

DO

SATURDAY,
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IT
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Clearing1 out your throat every day,
all day. That Is what you have been
doing1 for months. Possibly years. A
little mucus covers the pharynx.
If you were to go to a doctor he
would tell you that you have pharyngitis. If you were to look into
your own throat you would find Just
back of the soft palate a red, lumpy,
granular appearance of the back part
of the throat. Pharyngitis the doc
tors call It.
Perhaps he would call It, follcular
pharyngitis. It causes you constant
annoyance. Tou are always making
slight disturbances when seated In an
audience.
Can't hold your throat
still.
Stringy mucus bothers you.
"Worse In the morning.
That is
the way you are going nearly all day.
Sometimes In the night when you
wake up. You ought to gargle your
throat with salt water every morning. Cold salt water. That clears
out the throat perfectly and makes It
ready for treatment
Peruna is the treatment Begin
with a teaspoonful before each meal
and at bedtime. Try it for a week.
Tou will be convinced.
Of course,
Peruna will not entirely relieve you
in a week. That Is too much to expect of any remedy. But It will benefit you so much you will be convinced.
Yes, It will. It has done
this many times.
Folicular pharyngitis. Big words.
Almost as bad as the disease. But if
you take Peruna for one month regularly, you may forget that you ever
had such a disease. Then you will
have a perfect right to forget the big
words too.
People who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

LOIOI
INVASION OF CLEVER CRIMINALS
FROM THE COLONIES LARGE,
HOWEVER

March
Zl. American
London,
wooks now give London a wide berth.
Superintendent William McCarthy, of
the criminal investigation department
f Scotland Yard, states that only on
rare occasions does his department
have to handle a case in which an
American crook plays a part. When
Frank Forest, McCarthy's predecessor
at the head of the criminal investigation department, was serving his apprenticeship as a detective inspector,
American crooks were so numerous
that he was sent several times to
America to study thedr habits on their
native heath.
At present, however, London is suf
fering from an invasion of crooks
from the colonies. Most of these come
from Australia and South Africa and
they are of the type which resort to
violence without hesitation. Many of
them thrive by blackmailing wealthy
colonials, who have taken up their res
idence in London. Some of these res
idents have pasts, the revelation of
which would spell disaster and social
oblivion, and the blackmailers wlio
follow them from the colonies fatten
on his knowledge.
In accounting for the disappearance
from London of the .American crook,
Scotland Yard officials expressed the
opinion that the skilful confidence man
finds better openings on the continent
while his less artful colleague finds
a safer outlet for his energies at home.

AWARDED

Of

Medal and Diploma for Superiority
over all competitors at the great
World's Fair arid at all fairs and
expositions wherever exhibited.

Yj

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING
POWDER is the one great baking powder, for over half a century
known and celebrated for its purity, strength, and keeping quality.
Its Use assures the food against
alum and all forms of unwholesome adulterations that go with

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

!
1

j

f

Gross, Kelly & C
Sole Agents

"

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HaUrt Raynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Reynolds, Vice

The prohibition forces are
concentrating their fire this year on
brewery-owne- d
or controlled hotels.
In this connection a epectacular dem
onstration is planned as a feature of
the march. About mid.way on the road
to Hollidaysburg is located the mag1
nificent estate of Jonn Kazmaier, a
millionaire brewer, who owns or con
f
trols
of the licensed hotels
of the county. The marchers will stop
in front of the Kazmaier villa for a
prayer service, then resume
their march, to Hollidaysburg, where
INTEREST IN JERSEY ELECTION a great mass meeting wi1! be held in
Paterson N. J March 21. A lively front of. the court house just as the
interest is manifested in the primary license court is about to convene.
election to be held in the Seventh
congressional district Tuesday to
nominate candidates to succeed the
late Representative Robert G. Brem- - BEST LAXATIVE FOR
ner. The final choice will be made
at a special election called for April
9ML$--"CASCARET7. The names of 18
aspirants will appear on the primary ballot. Of these
eleven are republicans, five demo- WHEN
CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY,
crats, one progressive and one socialBREATH
BILIOUS,
BAD,
ist. More than ordinary interest atSTOMACH SOUR
taches to the election from the fact
that it is held' fn President Wilson'B
Get a
box.
home state and the president has disAre you keeping your bowels, liver,
played a personal Interest In the con- and stomach
clean, pure and fresh
test. The fact that nearly a dozen rewith Cascarets, or merely forcing a
nomiare
candidates
for the
publicans
nation is taken as an indication that passageway every few daya with
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
the republican party has strong hopes Salts,
Waters?
Purgative
of winning the election.. The late Rep
a bowel wash-daStop
Let
having
resentative Bremner was a democrat,
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and reg
but the district has never been re- ulate
the stomach, remove the sour
garded as a democratic stronghold and
food and foul gases,
fermenting
and Mr. Bremner'a success was atr
take the excess bile from the liver and
tributed larkely to his personal popucarry out of the system all the con
larity and the aid he received from
waste matter and poisons In
stipated
the progressives.
.
the bowels.

President

music.

imitation, low grade brands.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

one-hal-

Notwithstanding that London has
spent $05,000,000 during the past ten
years in building new hotels or improving old ones, largely for the accommodation of American visitors, the
hotels are still overcrowded during the
tourist season.
It is estimated that 100,000' Americans now pay visits of some length to
London during each summer, whereas
a few years ago the metropolis was
declared to be only a stopping place
for a day so for tourists bound to
the continent.
General Sir Arthur Paget, who commands the troops in Ireland, at a dinner given him at the Cornthtan club,
Dublin, told his audience what the
exact feeling was in the army over
the Ulster question. He had been assured, he said, that there was no intention on the part of the government
to make use of troops in Ireland ex
cept "to maintain law and order,"
Speaking oil Irish troops and the Ulster volunteers, which are being organized to resist home rule, ,the general said:
"It is not thinkable, it is not possible for me to contemplate ever be
ing asked to concentrate my men and
to move against the forces in the
north of Ireland.
"At the same time, you must re
member that in our lives we soldiers
often have to do things that we do not
like. When we have to deal with large
oodles of men who understand the
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Every time the clock ticks, a New Nam is added to Sunny
Brook's list of Life Members it gains friendsevery day, mdkeeps
them all Sunny Brook Is a safe, sane satisfying stimulant its
exquisite flavor, soft mellowness and high tonic properties have
made it the most popular beverage everywhere, North, South,
East and West.
Sunny Brook keeps the nerves right, the grip tight, and the
heart light. Every bottle is sealed with the Green Government
Stamp, which shows that it inprnuine, straight, natural whiskey, and
U. S. Government Standard 100 proof. Furthermore, when you
buy Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey you have the guar'
aniee of the Largest Distillers of Fine, Old WliiAgy in ths WorH,
that it is scMVmiticaily distilled and carefully nped in the good,
C4 ftOneit bunny brook way.
BROOK is row bottled with our own pntented
One twal s
orrtutx in iou;t
.ir"st.ipwrs.
Need for Cork Screw.
t'fitit.
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The tide of westward emigration has
Blackened decidedly.
Four steamships
scheduled to sail within the next
month have had their advertised departures cancelled. At this time last
year it was impossible to get even a
third class berth on an English liner
KOing to Canada without an order several weeks In advance.
The migration toward Australia continues but diminshed in comparison
with last year. It is expected to increase soon, however, with the first
trial of the government plan to assist
English lads to places of apprenticeship among South Australian farmers.
Under legislation passed last session,
the commissioner of crown lands and
immigration is empowered to act as
Ktiardian of boys falsing advantage of
the plan, and ample safeguards have
been placed about the Interests of the
boy3 as well as the rights of their
employers.
The first party of boys for Australia
will leave Liverpool late this month.
This party will serve as an experiment, and If successful the plan will
be carried out on a large scale. In the
ipast Australia has complained that
the adult Briton does not readily adjust himself to rural life in the Antipodes, and, becoming discontented,
joins the already overfilled ranks of
labor in the cities, leaving the problems of rural depopulation as acute
as ever. It Is believed that by the
time their apprenticeship ends the
boys will be quite willing to stay on
the farms.
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General Diittriliutors, Albuquerque, N. fijiox.
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meaning of the word discipline it
means that, however distasteful it
may be to them, they will carry out
any orders given to them by the king.
' "And it
may be God forbid It should
be my lot to be ordered to the north.
I should regret it. I have no doubt.
that many officers would regret it.
but if the order comes that order must
be obeyed."
This speech Is taken as the reply
of the official heads of the army to
those who have suggested that many
officers would refuse to obey orders
to put down revolution in Ulster.

The British navy is being handicapped by inability to keep up a continuous and adequate supply of oil fuel.
This is said in naval circles to be the
real cause of the decision not to hold
any grand maneuvers this summer and
for the cancellation of the review of
the fleet which the Mng bad intended
to hold at Splthead. Every effort is
being made to husband the supply of
oil at the supply stations and to use
it only in such ships as burn oil exclusively. The destroyers have been
kept In habor since they arrived at
Christmas.
,

The view of a county court Judge
that the action of money lenders in
ringing up a debtor at his employer's
office constitutes "electrical trespass"
is endorsed by the law Journal, which
states: "To ring the telephone at another person's house In order to put
pressure on Borne person employed
there la not only a most offensive
thing to do, but la an Insufferable
trespass for which, no doubt, substantial damages could be recovered by
the owner."
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In every department of Banking we
a.re prepared to give the best of service
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A Cascaret tonight will make you
TEMPERANCE
DEMONSTRATION
feel great by morning. They work
no-li
21.
The
Altoona, Pa., March
while you sleepnever gripe, sicken
cense fight, which this year has been

waged with unusual vigor in almost
every section of Pensylvania, will
reach its climax in this section on
Monday, when 5,000 temperance workers plan to march over the state highway leading from Altoona to
where the license court is
to convene. The marchers will carry
banners inscribed with temperance
mottoes and will be accompanied by
bands which will play "Onward,
Christian Soldiers," and other sacred

Holll-daysbur- g,

WISHED SHE
COULD DIE
And Be Free Froia Her Troullcs,
tut Fkuj Better Vay.
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a lime,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"I wished I would die and be relieved
Of my Suffering, from
womanly troubles.
1 Could not
get up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
1 could not do
most of the time.
my
housework.

The least amount of work fired me
My head would swim, and I would
tremble for an hour or more. Finally. 1
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact,
! am sound and well of ail my troubles."
Cardui goes to s!l the weak spots and
helps to make them shorn. It acts with
nature not against her." It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
Ci it.

as if everything were wronsj, ar.d need
something 'to quiet their nerves and
strengthen the worn-osystem.
If you are a woman, stiff erinr; from any
? the numerous symptoms or
womanly
(rouble, take Cardui. U will hi'p you.
At all druggists.
Cn ,
W fill to: Ch8!tsnc8
i:
Advisory Dept., Ciiftt'snoo;?,
"Inn., ror
C3.:
and 64 pavr book, "hnp-Imtructhnt on your
Traumtottar Wm.V la (mb mawttt.
ut

Me.H-.t-

WANTED Clean, cotton rag

an!
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"It would be well If those who are
experimenting with radium would be
silent for the next couple of years
until they know where they are, and
can make some definite announcement," said Dr. Charles Ryall, chairman of the medical committee of the
cancer hospital, at a recent .meeting
of the governors.
"Radium," he added, "has not come
to supplant surgery in the treatment
of cancer, but to all it In fighting the
disease. The properties of radium are
comparatively little known, and we
are therefore going through the experimental stage of radium treatment,
endeavoring to fathom its effect on
diseases, especially cancer, estimate
its dosage and classify what cases are
suitable for treatment by it. That
will mean some years of work, but we
can wait with confidence for a definite pronouncement, as the radium research work in the country Is being
carried out systematically and is in
the best hands."
Dr. Ryall said there was enormous
field for research work at the cancer
hospital, but it was hampered by the
inadequate Bupply of radium and its
enormous coBt.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus

or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your drug
gist Millions of men and women take
a Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Cascarets beConstipated Bowels.
long in every household. Children
just love to take them. Adv.

Paper Saws to Cut Wood.
Circular saws made of paper, for
use in making veneer and fine furniture, are being turned out in a factory in England. Thin plates of wood
cut by these saws are so finely finished that cabinet makers do not
have to plane them at all before they
are used.
Such saws were originally shown
at an English exposition and were
driven by an electric motor. They
are manufactured from compressed
drawing paper. Indeed, compressed
drawing paper of such hardness has
been made in England that it has
even been used in place of building
stone.
Experiments in the manufacture of
car wheels from compressed paper
have been made In America for a
number of years, but the product has
never competed seriously with the
ordinary steel wheels. It is only in
the production of certain articles, as
the veneer saw, that any advantage
is found.
Joseph Bonaparte.
Joseph Bonaparte, who sought a
refuge in our country after the close
of the second war with England, lived
for several weeks in the (then) country seat of the Post family, at what ia
now One Hundred and Twenty-thirstreet, Manhattan. Before leaving the
state of New York, he settled down on
a large tract of land he had acquired
In Jefferson county, where he took
the unfortunate Annetto Savage a
bis "American wife.
d
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Wife in the country ?
All alone in the house ?
Caught ia the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k

l

this merrurv

I don't care.
An ironing board, a damp cloth and a tr:

the electric switch and in 5 minutes r.
trousers look like new.
And when my wife cornes back I
to get her. an Electric Percolator, r,n
T.
Samovar, an Electric Rar.g, an EL
and an Electric Hot Water Cup,
t"
I h::ve Kvn U'J :11 ' t
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the greatest of them all! He is the biggest yet! He'll take all parts himself
and bawl the Lucian Sextette! Now
Madame Melba trills a few and warbles like &i bird, and In lihis record,
is
good as new; the Schumann-Heinheard. Is it not grand that i caa sit
at homo beside the fire and hear
great singers throw a fit and swat
the; golden lyre? Is it not wonderful
Snd great that all the wealth of song
is canned for him who pays the freight
and does to him belong? The music
mil has filled my nights with joys
that do not die, has filled my cottage
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.: HallettRay-nolds-, with delights that money could not
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. H. buy." It is a cure for all my woes, a
W. Clark, -- Mrs. E. J. McWenle, Mm. balm for all my ills; it gives my wear-fe"- d
Mrs. B. Morse, Mr'
S.
soul repose and eaves me doctor's
FralWaSzanares, Mrs. W. E. Qorr ttik'..
ner, "Mrs.. F. R. Lord, Mrs. Charles
But the man next door, he is out for
Greenclay, Mrs. Ed Lewis, Mrs. Emma gore, with his gun and his snicker-nee- !
Cohn, Miss Hannah Friedman, Miss
As I don't wish strife, but a
Mary Harris, Miss Rebecca Henriquez, quiet life, I shall let the old mill be!
Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss Helen
Cunningham and Miss Helen Kelly.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 21. The market
closed heavy. Speculative buying forcDelightful Party
For Mrs. Goelitz
ed prices higher temporarily today,
Last night Mr. and Mrs. C. H.' Schir- - but the market relinquished Its gain
mer entertained a number of friends later and last figures showed declines
at a delightful party In honor of Mrs. among the favorite stocks. Some of
H. W. Goelitz of Mulvane, Kan., who the low priced railroad and industrial
is visiting in Las Vegas. The even- shares were taken freely, touching the
ing was spent at. auction bridge and best figures of a long time.
proved decidedly entertaining. Refresh
The coalers and eastern trunk lines
ments closed the affair. Present were Issues were again foremost In the adMiss Mossy York, Mrs. Mary Bearin-ger- ,' vance. The decline was hastened by
Mrs. C. H. itailjy Mr. and Mrs. a break in the Rumely issues, the preClarence Iden, Mr. and Mrs; J. H. ferred losing
Bonds were irregYork), Mr. and Mrs. R, F. Johnson, Dr. ular. The last sales were:
and Mrs.' E. L. Hammond and Mr. Amalgamated Copper
76'
and Mrs. W. J, Lucas.
...............102
Sugar, bid

Tango Tea.
Wednesday afternoon sirs. Arthur'
Ilfeld was hostess at one of the most
.delightful parties given since Lent
closed its hinges upon the'whirl of
society. This affair was a tango tea,
jru.ll of life and
spirit .as cau be
found only where a. congenial crowd
is having a good time..,The .ilfeld
home was attractively decorated for'
the party, while the refreshments were1
served at small tables at the close of
the afternoon. Present'"were Mrs. W'.
G. Haydon, Mrs. ( Charles A. Spiesa,

TROOPS READY TO

A

This Veek carries the reputation for
the lack of "the clever society whirl"
as the causict society writer of a paper- sheet calls this thing which
the going' of one woman to
Includes
at
tba
at
East
postofflce
Z:'wl
home and there playing cards
another's
C
Vtcns, New Mexico, for trans- women, gossiping and later
'
other
with
State
the
United
firsUoai through
and' then going home
tea
drinking
:;;"s tr. second class matter.,
again. Undoubtedly the honors go to
this week, for the society whirl was Royal Neighbors
'
Entertain Sisters
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
,
almost entirely lacking.
Thursday, night the local lodge of
Dally, by Carrier
Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld broke the spell
.16 with a jolly tango party, the only big the Royal Neighbors of America held
Car Copy
Week
J5
event of the week, two or three clubs a special session which was presided
"
frz Month
.(5 managed to get together for a bit of over by the officers of the Raton
7.50 tea and a card or so, but with that lodge of the order, wno stopped over
Cat Tew
Daily, by Mall
finis" is sounded. Monday night a in Las Vegas for a short time on their
16.00 musical was given at the Normal and way to their homes from Albuquer(In advance).
S
where they attended the annual
3.00 a
ttix Months (In advance)
goodly number of society folk attend- que
KSs Tear (In arrears)
session of the grand lodge.
7.50 ed.
A number of members were InitiatV2i Months (In arrears)
3.78
A look into the promises for next
ed Into the order after which the
week, however, casts even a darker
the local
shadow across the twinkling eye of the Raton ladies entertained
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
j
with drills forming a part of
lodge
will
There
who
enjoys
society.
GROWER
girl
the ceremonies of the Royal Neigh
E5M Tear
$2.00 he no musicale, Mrs; Ilfeld undoubtedly
bors. These drills were executed in
tea
enfertain
again,
not
will
tango
ata
1.00
t3 Mouths
manner. The
and alth6ugh the" clubs probably will a clever and. interesting
drills given here were the same as
else?
what
meet
yet
(Cash In Advance for Mall
There is only 6ne solution to the were, given before the grand lodge at
Js said
Subscriptions)
vast problem: That is buy all theiate Albuquerque, The Raton lodge,
by check, draff or money
in the
dril
'
ibae
team,
..the
tfl
best
read.1 ImagTiialott!
and
f sent otherwise we will' not magazines
ana
worK
tneir
state
xnursaay
mgnt
In
sometimes plays a wonderful part
TOSwenslble for loss?"
would so indicate.
of
happiness1
especially
people,
C3imen copies fre on application. the
Thursday afternoon a big chicken
women, au they Site" more apt to imwas served byi the local order
supper
not
when
else,
do
anything
agine than
in
of the visitors, after which
honor
"APERX DISCONTINUED AT
busy with household" affairs. With the the State Hospital for the Insane was
EXPIRATION OF TIME
ne
can
in
magazines this imagination
as well aa other places' of inPAID FOR
creased and thus the 'dullness of the visited,
terest.
quiet Lenten season be averted.
The Raton ladies presided over the
those
people
For
the
larger part,
Advertisers are guaranteed the
afairs of the local lodge and also the
fttrceat dally and weekly circulation who are observing Lent by refraining Initiations. The evening session was
wf any newspaper tn northern New from the general pleasures of life,
closed by the serving of refreshments.
find sincere enjoyment in so doing.
The names of the Raton ladies and
a
drawn
has
An artist of much fame
official capacities with their
their
picture of the Lenten Girl which often lodge are as follows"
TELEPHONES
Oracle, Mrs.
and
............ Main 2 is seen among famous collections,
'tonlness Office
oracle, Mrs.
Sutcliffe;
past
Cyrena
Wewi Department ............Main I this portrait gives an expression of Effie
vice oracle, Mrs.
Fanning;
offhappiness and sincerity that easily
Mayme Hansbro; chancellor, Mrs.
sets the loss of a few pleasures durEmma Beattie; marshal, Mrs. Laura
SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1914.
,
ing this season.
Schmidt; assistant marshal, Mrs. Sa
There remain only three more rah
Hall; faith, Miss Carrie Slaten;
SIX-GDX
THE DEADLY
weeks and the spell will be broken.
Mrs. Myra Miller; enunselfishness,
season will be a really
The after-Len- t
Mrs. Anna Rumion; modes
durance.
The case of Juan jose Lujan, acquit fast whirl. Dances will occur at close
Mrs. Irena Kellerman; courage,
ted yosterday in the district court on intervals, and many private affairs ty,
Mrs. Hortense Ryno; inner sentinel,
'he charged murder for the alleged will be given, thus bringing back pleasMrs. Inah Vogl; outer sentinel, Mrs.
shooting and killing with a
fast.
ure after the forty-dayMamie Reed and Mrs. Preseilla Maler,
of Manuel Garcia at the Guadalupe
deputy for the state of New Mexico,
fiesta at the village of Pojoaque, has
Dances Mark
served once more to call attention The Purim
Festival
Complimentary Recital
toudly to the carnage of the deadly
Tuesday evening at the O. R. C. An Artistic Event.
pocket-guand other weannna at onln.
hall occurred the Purim ball of the
One of the most interesting and
Orations of this and other character,
congregation of Temple Montefiore. truly artistic events that have ever
says the Santa Fe New Mexican.
The dance proved a success and one been given in Las Vegas occurred on
It seen: a to ua that it would be the of
the most enjoyable affairs given Monday evening at the New Mexico
part of wisdom in preparation for all by this congregation in. months. Re Normal
University when four ladies,
similar observances In the state to ap freshments closed thesession. ' Presin circles of music and
prominent
point a Register of Weapons In the vil ent were Dr. and Mrs.' Jacob H. Lan- dramatics
here, gave a complimentary
lage concerned. Let every prospective dau, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Danziger, recital.
.participant in the balle, social or cele- Mr. and Mrs. Maurice .'Danziger, Mr.
The attendance at the entertainbration be required under heavy penal and Mrs.
Joseph Danziger, Mr. and ment! was made up of a goodly numty to pass through the register's Mrs. M. Greenberger, Mr. and Mrs. ber of people who thoroughly apprechecking stand and deposit his or her Charles Greenclay, Mr. and Mrs. Ike ciate the efforts of true artists. The
Bach-araeh-,
ignn, knife, brass knuckles, black-jacBacharach, Mr. and Mrs. Simon
program was beautiful in every re
fBtllleto or hat pin, as the case may be;
Mr., and Mrs. Maurice Bendix, spect.
receiving a check for the same, the Mr. and Mrs. Wolfe Morants, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles O'Mailey, considered
weapon to be returned not less than 24 Mrs. Herman Ilfeld, Mr, and Mrs. Sig to be one of the best, if not the best,
'lours after the culmination of the cele- Nahm, Mr. and Mrs. David Winter- - violinist In the state, played a num
bration. If, as alleged, it is Impossible nitz, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern, mr. ber of selections that fairly entranced
to "enforce the law against the carry- - and Mrs. Ike Appej, Mr. and Mrs. her audience. Mrs. Charles Kohn
"Jag of concealed weapons, this propo- - Joseph Taichert, Mrs:."' Nestor Hoff played selections on the piano that
BtUon might form a feasible substitute. man, Mrs. J. Hetneman, Mrs. Ted were from every stand point' perfect in
"".Store violence of the kind that result-- d
Brash, Mrs. Maurice, Miss fcmma their true ideals of music art Mrs.
in the death of Manuel Garcia
Cohn, Miss Hannah Friedman, Miss Erie Choate, a singer of ability, was
at fiestas and Tillage festivities Aileen Rosenthal Miss Caroline equally, charming in her work, her
f one fcind and anoter thaoi
Greenberger, Miss Clara Helneman, Clear, voice pleasiny the audience iman
elite. It has fcjnonly a few Mr. Sam Greenberger, Mr. Louts-'iH.
Mrs.
JLandau,
Jacob
mjepefy"'1
days since the careless handling of a feld and Mr. Daniel Taichert
instructor of dramatic art and a capCTn nilled a celebrant at a dance in
Tonight the children or the congre able reader, entertained the audience
"Grant county, followed Immediately by gation will have a dance in the O. R. charmingly with her selections.
Una suicide of the man who had
C. hall.
This affair will close tne
The ladies added to the occasion s
in charming
slain his best friend. The cut- celebration of the festival of Purim beauty by appearing
of a citizen in this and will tyf tinder the direction of gowns. Dress is not often considered
ting and slashing
'
Montefiore. at a musicale, but the costumes worn
nity Satarday nfgtft, last which al- the Sisterhood of Temple
der
most 'resulted fatally, indicates that
4
by thfl four ladies Monday evening
week-end
mention.
in
serve
celebration
Ladies
Christian
the regular
Santa F9 night do well to have such Entertain. Friends
, , The Tecital was the first of a series
i
Christian
the
at
id be. giveiC during the summer, and
custodian
of
afternoon
a prised
weapons
Yesterday
to conserve the " guns and tabernacle, the Ladies' Aid society of Las .yegas' folk will be glad to learn
'
'knives wntll Blue Monday morning the First Christian church entertained that more of 'ttess ' entertainments
'
'M
when the shedding of blood or the in honor of the ladies of the other are to te occuri,"
!mming of gunpowder offers the least churches.. This entertainment proved ;The program was as
In A"
enticement to the erstwhile celebrator. to be one of the most enjoyable ever
Piano rrolo
Certain it la that all official precau- given for such a large number of la
"The Woman and the Sea"
tion or pseudo precautions to the con dles.
Harriet Childe Pemberton
of musical
and the knife
A program consisting
trary, the
Reading
wotitinne to reap a regular harvest of numbers and other entertainment was
Concerto
Soman life in New Mexico. The ma given, and was greatly enjoyed by all
lingo Reinhold
frrfty of criminal defendants at the Following this games were played, Allegro
r.iru-- t court term In Grant county which, made the affair a huge success Allegreto
fast week were charged with drawing in its jollity. Late in the afternoon Allegro Virance
Violin Solo
and flourishing deadly weapons or as- refreshments were served.
Farnando," from La
Nino
"O
sault with the frame.
Aria,
Donizetti
Favorito
It is high time that the authorities Mrs. Lucas Hostess
Solo
Contralto
the various counties of New Mexico To Round Dozen.
-Three Dances from "Henry VIII'to the seriousness of this evil
The. Round Dozen dub met ThursE.
Germain
Dance
a. I tlse need of. remedy.
day afternoon with Mrs. W. J. Lucas (a) Morris
o
ai a delightful session. The afternoon (b) Shepherd's Dance
TA FT 13 SILENT
closed with the serving of refresh- (c) Torch Dance.:
piano Solo
PreslFormer
21;
March
ments. Prespnt were Mrs. H. W.
'
Reading, Selected.
r.t Taft passed through Chicago to-- Gooiitz; Mrs. F. O. Blood, Mrs. F. I
W. Gaikine
ijie way tn hla home in New Myere, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mm E. L. (a) Serenader
Gossec
vfri froni MMineap')!!;!, where he Hammond. Mrs.- George A. Fleming, (b) Garrotte
Solo
Violin
12345
H.a
J.
Mrs.
ti'i' several days doltvering r.eorge A. Fleming,-- Gounod
.'j:i';:iT m. Air, T:;ft old newspaper Mf'it Mrs. J. H. York end Mrs. C. H. Av... Maria
Violin
with
Solo
Obligate
Contralto
.'.' :'L !.e !.;! .o :;TViai3 to give out EvWrmer,

r
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ULSTER!
Up-to-Da- te
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Atchison

Sorosis
'
With Mrs. Hall
Sorosis met. Monday with Mrs. Mabel Hall at a delightful and interesting session. Mrs. R. R. Larkin gave
an interesting talk on "Historic Saul"
and MissjMay Ross gave a reading
from Browning's "Saul." Dr. William
Howe sang two solos from the oratorio "David," accompanied
by Mrs.
Charles O'Mailey and Mrs. Mabel Hall.
The attendance at the meeting was
large.
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Chains

Friendship
Bracelets

March

The Immediate
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regular cavalry'" from the
Curragh camp to Ulster had to be

AT TAUPERT'S

;

'

..165
95
158
64
110

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK

cancelled today, owing to resignations
.of officers' of the Sixteenth Lancers
dnBFdurtlF'Hussars.
It was ' reported here today that
Brigadier General Hubert de la Poer
Gough, the commander of the Third
cavalry brigade at the Ourragh, com
posed of the Sixteenth Lancers and
the Fourth Httssars, has resigned.
Large bodies'' of armed police left
today for various stations in the norch
of Ireland.
Special Magistrate Sworn
Scores of special magistrates for
service in Ulster were sworn in at the
castle this morning. The first victim
of the existing state of excitement in
Ireland was a soldier at the Curraugh
camp, who was late for roll call. He
attempted to scale a wall of the barracks and was shot by a sentry. It
is thought that thee wound will prove
fatal.
in Ireland,
, The commander-in-chie- f
General Sir Arthur Paget, has arrived
at the Curraugh camp, where conferences are In progress between the officers who have resigned their commands and the military authorities,

'

tiv.

CASE

IS DISMISSED

Denver, March 21 The jury in
the county court, in tne Insanity trial
of Don B. Blackwood, a young lawyer,
accused of attempting to kill District
Attorney John Rush, today reported
a disagreement and was discharged.
The alleged attack on Rush took place
on the night of February 18.
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The Phonograph
By Mason In Judge
The day is done, the town is still,
the jtoiler homeward fares; I wind up
my old musio, mill and play a thousand airs the dear old songs of long
ago, when life was in its spring; the
songs our fathers used to know, that
mothers used to sing. ,"Ye Banks and
Braes ot Bonnie Doon," a golden tenor 'chants; my sisters love to hear
that tune, and so do all my aunts.
And hearts grow warm that years
made cold when from' that noble
throat comes "Silver threads Among
Gold," with feeling in each tote. Oh,
wondrous mill, that gives, ns back the
songs that we adore, that brings them
down the misty track from dearjdead
1
" T'-- "'J
";'r'- days' 'of ybr!
next
man
But the
door, he begins
to roar, disturbing my simple Joys.
"I will bring the . cops'," '.be absurdly
noise-- "
yawp8(-"I- f
you;do not can that
Some "sentimental gongs are here,
and I play them now; there's "Silver
Bell" and "Golden Deer," "Red Wing,"
and "Spotted1 Cow." They treat of
beauteous Injun maid, whose lover
wisely dies; and then the damsel
wilts and fades and weeps out both
her eyesT'lt takes us back, that wailing tune, to camps and forests green!
My aunts exclaim, "It Is a boon, that

SATUR.DJS&" ANB MONUAY

rot!"

But now from simple
ng and lay
a while we shall depart; the phonograph will show lis way to hiiAer
realms of art I dig my-- cherished
records out (they cost three bones a
throw), and now we'll hear Caruso
shout eight octaves m a row. He is
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wonderful machine!"
But the man next door ah, his head
is eore! And he howls from across
the lot, "I will get my gun, if you're
not soon done with your syncopated
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yds. 'Amohkeag Dress'

Lonsdale
inch., for

10 yd3. Good
31 Inch for

per pair
PRICE
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S518T WAISTS

A full $3.50 value

Sizes

mi,

33, 34

and

40

Shadow Nets
YOUR CHOICE

;'rt..y.v.;..-.790-

Serpentine Crepe,

inch, for

''

.,';,::':89c:.;'':::

SPECIAL

10 yds.
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for

to 6
Sizes 5
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GLOVE SPECIAL
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'CaMcfti for . . . vjwVsea. ... . ,
I
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worth $1.25 and $1.50
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Gia--;

Jgham for
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Nationalist Parade Abandoned
Londonderry, Ireland, March 21.
The nationalist volunteers have abandoned the parade whi,ch had been announced to take place here on Sunday. Thay did this on the advice of
John Redmond, who feared that it
might lead to a conflict, which he and
the nationalist leaders were anxioua
to avoid.

m

.'

I

Furlough Men Recalled
Athlone, Ireland, March 21. All the
regular artillery stationed in central
and southern Ireland has been Instructed to hold itself in readiness to
proceed to Ulster at a moment's notice. All leaves have been cancelled
and no officers and men on furlough
have been recalled. It is reported
that the infantry reservists have been
ordered to hold themselves In readiness to join their regiments.

Officers Asked for Statements
Ennlskillen, Ireland, March 21. All
the army officers have received a communication from the war office today
calling on them to make a definite
statement within 12 hours as to
whether they were, prepared to retain
their commands toi the event of hostilities in Ulster, ;j If not, they were
told, they must resign forthwith..
Similar notices:are said to have

Mr. and

I

IJ

been received by all officers with the
troops in the north of Ireland.

'

The Tau Kappa club met last Saturday night with Miss Mary Lowry at
a delightful session. 1 Those present
were Miss Leona Greenclay, Miss
Elizabeth jPjif nell. Miss" JtuW Nahm,
Miss Rubya'es, Miss Grace Lord and
.Miss-Mar-

4

dispatch of

THE VENDETTA GOT HIM
Pa., March 21. Raffaele
Johnstown,
Mrs. Danziger.
member of the fora
Argo,
wealthy
11
8
to
from
Tomorrow evening
was found dead tohere,
o'clock Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dan- eign colony
of his house with
on
the
porch
day
informal
an
reception
ziger will hold
In honor of Mr. and Mrs Joseph Dan- two bullets in his bads. The police
was the second victim of a
ziger, who recently have returned say Argo
from their wedding trip.' The recep- vendetta declared four years ago when
restion undoubtedly' will be largely at- an" Italian was "killed in Argo's
Albert
been
other
the
taurant
are
having
Mrs.'
Mr.
as
and
Danziger
tended,
'
Deni, a banker. ' "' ''
popular and well known in this city.
Reception for

WatchChains
for the Belt
Waldermar
Chains
Sairioir

More Officers Resign w'i
Dublin,

,

si'

Kewpies
The New V
Pins

:

Kansas City, March 21. Hogs, receipts 1,200. Market steady. Bulk
$8.608.75; heavy $8.708.80; pack
ers and butchers $8.658.75; Hght3
$8.508.75; pigs $7.508.25.
V
Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
Mrs. Clark Hostess
Prime fed steers $8.609.25; dressed
To Bridge Club.
western
beef steers $7.258.50;
The Bright Idea Bridge club met steers $7.2o8.60; southern steers
yesterday afternoon with Mrs. H. W. $8.508.75; cows $4.357.60; heifers
Clark at a delightful session. The $6. 75 8. 75; stackers and feeders
with the
afternoon was concluded
$6.758.25; bulls ?G7.50; calves
serving of refreshments. Present $6.5010.
were Mrs. Hallet Raynolds, Mrs. E.
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
D. Raynolds,
Mrs.. E. J. McWenie, Lambs
$6.907.60; yearlings $6.25
Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs. S. B. Davis, 7; wethers
$5.5506.25; ewes $5.40
Jr., Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. C. S.
6.
Losey and Mrs. Erie Hoke.
-

Jewelry

provocative step. Bit, Edward, realizing the vital necessity.of preventing
an undisciplined outbreak, as a ore-teagainst all these troops movements, today again urged the Ulster
men to keep cool during the, week eud
Sir Edward Carson did not emerge
today from Cratgavon, the ..residence
of Captain Craig, three miles . from
Belfast There he continues to hold his
"cabinet councils," with Captain Craig,
the Marquis of Londonderry, the Earl
of Ranfurly, the Earl of Clanwiliiam
and other unonists workers.
The feeling of unrest among certain
sections of the government troops is
very strong. Some of the soldiers and
the officers of the Infantry battalions
quartered in Ulster, including the Dorsetshire regiment and the Norfolk
regiment have openly expressed their
disinclination to take the offensive.
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R J. Sterrett of Wagon Mound was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. F. Bell came in this afternoon
from Denver for a brief business yisit.
J. S. Kite of Chicago came in last
night for a short business visit in Las
Vegaa.

;

'

Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound came
in this afternoon for a few days' business visit
Mir. and Mrs. S, L. Fisher of Mineral
Hill came in last night for a few
dayai jflsit here.
Aii
Taylor of Albuquerque came
in last night for a few days' business
visit in this city. '
Mayor Lorenzo Delgado, of thp
town, of Las Vegas has returned from
a several days' trip to Pecos.
.
R. S. Stephenson came in last night
from Chicago and will be a business
visitor here' for the next few days.
Mrs. William" Wtoalen left last night
for Chicago where she will remain for
the next several weeks visiting
!;'
'itfl'
friends.
R. A. Blackwell of Hamlet, Ind., arrived in Las Vegas last night and intends to remain here for several weeks
as a visitor. 1
J. M. Taggari representative for the
W. F. McLaughlin Coffeo company of
Chicago, was a business visitor in
Ias Vegas today. i;
Mrs. E. E. Wilson' will leave this
ovenlng for Pasadena, Calif., where
she will remain for the next several
WeeKB, VUMUllg umjiiuo uu imh.id.
F. E. Clarke of Albuquerque came in
last night from the Duke City lor a
brief business visit. Here is a well
known business man of Albuquerque.
John Reagen, accompanied by his
brother, Finke Reagan, came in last
night from Chicago. They will remain
iri this city for several weeks as vis.
itors.
J. A. Munday, a well known business man of Colorado Springs, Colo.,
returned to his home last night after
having been a business visitor here for
the past few days. '
and
Mr., and Mrs. Harry Haskell
.laughter returned last night from
California where they have been for
the past several weeks. Mr. Haskell
is the ticket agent for the Santa Fe.
Dr. I. P. Blanchard of Estes Park,
Colo., accompanied by C. B. Hale of
New York, arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon. The two will remain here
for the next several weeks as visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor will
leave this evening for Clovi3, where
they will visit relatives. Mrs. Batche
lor will remain in Clovis for the next
week or ten days, but Mr. Batchelor
will return Monday.
Lawrence Ilfeld arrived in Las Vegas last night from his home in Bos
ton and will remain here for several
days as a visitor with relatives. He
will go later to Albuquerque, where
he will be on business and also visit
relatives.
J. D. M. Hamilton, chief of the
claim adjusting department of the Santa.
Fe Railway company, passed
through Las Vegas last night on his
way from Chicago to San Diego to at
tend the big meeting of the railway

c

.,
officials.
R, J, Parker, general superintendent

of the eastern lines of the Santa Fe
Railway company, passed through Las
Vegas last night on his way to San
Diego, Calif., where he is to attend a
meeting of railway officials. He was
accompanied by his wife.

BISHOP ilOVDEN WILL
BE HERE TOMORROW
WILLCONFIRM
PAUL'S

A CLASS AT ST.
MEMORIAL EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Right Rev. Bishop F. B. Howden of

the Episcopal diocese of New

Mexico,
will be in Las Vegas .tomorrow, .and
will preach at St. ' Paul's Memorial
church- in the- - morning at 11 o'clock.
Bishopf Howden will cpufirm a class
at this; service and "special music will
ceJfhra'ta his presence at the local

church,.
This will be the bishop's first offi
cial visit to St. Paul's Memorial church
and the attendance at tomorrow morn
ing's service undoubtedly will be large.
Subscribe for The Optio.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR SALE Household
furniture,
nearly new. Call between 10 a. m.
to 4 p. m. Wells Fargo building,
Room 3a. W. C. Dennis.
SALESMEN1

CITIZENS SHOULD SUNDAY SCHOOLS
MEET FOR

TO HOLD BIG

DEBATE

MEETING

LESSON

MARKETING

JOHN

Two farm wagons stood in t publii
market, both loaded with bags of po
tatoes. A woman stopped before the

PROPOS-- j COUNTY ASSOCIATION WILL HAVE
'
TWO-DA- Y
ED LAWS "AND MAKE REC-SESSION AT

HILLSIDE

'

A business meeting of the officers of
Following Is another valuable communication 'from' District Attorney the San Miguel County Sunday School
Charles' W.' Q. frard:
association was held yesterday after
"To the Editbr of The Optic,
noon
at the office of William G. Ogle,
-!
SirV-'
Important business relating, to the
"The man who never hy any chance county convention, which is to be
is willing to sacrifice a dollar or an held Thursday and Friday of next
hour for the purpose of advancing week, was transacted. The conven
any concerted movement for the solu- tion will be held at .Hillside school
tion of citizenship problems is always house on the mesa.,
ready to abuse the legislature and the
Members of Sunday schools from all
officials. It is with the utmost diffi- parts of the county will attend. A
culty that any number of people can number of automobiles have been se
be got together for the consideration cured to make the trip Jrom Las Veof needed legislation. But if our laws gas. More people will be requested to
are inadequate, crude and impossible, assist with cars. Carriages will con
if some of them remain unenforced, vey, also, many who hope to' attend
the fault lies not with legislators and
The Sunday school at Hillside is
officials, hut with the people
making great preparation for the meet
A year or two ago public sen- ing. Excellent musio is being prepar
timent became awakened to the ne- ed by the choir and quartette. The
cessity for .good roads. Good roads seating capacity of the school house
statutes- followed each other so quick- will be
greatly enlarged to take care
ly one could hardly keep track of of the crowd.
them
The jegislature hastened to
The Rev. W. C. Merritt of the Inter
give the peoplO; anything they asked national Association writes that he
tor, and. the ..dear people inthij,-- , will arrive here Thursday. Some of
fjilisiasra failed to cons,iderf(-,jtheir- j
thi ministers and professors from Las
heeds thoroughly and asktd for and
Vegas as well as other good Sunday
received some silly statutes.
school workers will, be on the pro"But, perhaps, because the appeal gram. A basket dinner will be served
was to the po :ketbook rather than- to
Friday.
the moral, nature or tho individual,
the demand was genuine and far
INDICTMENTS"
"POLITICAL
reaching and is continuing. Wonders
March 21. ConJefferson
Mo.,
City,
are
in road building
being accomplished because the Individual units among cerning the indictment of Police Comthe people have become convinced missioners Crandell and McDonald of
that the development Of the citizen St. Joseph the governor said:
"I attach no significance to the in
ship of New Mexico cannot be carried
forward successfully without good dictments. They are the result of a
roads and: acordingly they promptly factional fight in the democratic par-tin St. Joseph. The indicted men
tnought, talk
organized,
ed and wrote good roads. I am con will continue to serve as police comtending for the application of just missioners until their cases are dis
the same principles and methods to posed of. If the men are convicted
the whole problem of .the public wel- I may consider the affair."
fare and social citizenship. May I
ANNIVERSARYOF DISASTER
reiterate that this is tho great prob
New York, March 21. Each clergylem before the American people today
man in the city received today a letand that it can be solved only-bquickening the individual sense of re- ter from Fire Commissioner Adamson
sponsibility to the public weal and or asking him to call. the attention of
ganizing and combining xne quicken his congregation to the lessoife of the
ed sense into strong and courageous Triangle Waist company fire. Next
Wednesday will be the third annipublic opinion.
"If there has been any considerable versary of this holocaust, which cost
awakening of this individual sense of the lives of 147 factory girls.
responsibility in this community, an
BIG BIBLE SCHOOL
reanizat.Ioa standing on high and
broad ground formed for the purpose
Pittsburgh, March 21 The opening
;
of considering earnestly the whole session of the last of the
question of our Msocial citizenship Bible Conference saw assembled in
should receive the support of every Memorial Hall one of the largest
citizen who is not a croon or an im audiences of the week. Sunday school
becile. There are those who will tell workers from many points in western
and eastern Ohio were
you that the time has not come in Pennsylvania
'
- this community when you can. get present
on
individuals
from'
action
united
any
ACCUSED MAN ILL
any matter that does not concern dir
and
March 21. illness' of John
personal
mercenary
their
Chicago,
ectly
I Bone that opinion la W. Worthington, head of the defunct
tntprpsts
American Banking association, caused
wrong.
"I have heard some adverse criti today a postponement of the hearing
cism regarding the recent organization of his case until March 31. Worthingof a Law and Order society. Most of ton is charged with using the mails
this comment was based on a miscon to defraud. His case is on the docket
un- of United States Commissioner Lewis
ception. The' name was perhaps
fortunate, but, as I recollect, the ar- F. Mason. He Is ill at his hotel here
ticles of organization, while declaring with a severe attack of erysipelas. He
for law enforcement and the develop Is accused of defrauding at Waterloo,
ment of temperance sentimeMbotfc Kw&i
of which objects must win the.ipproVj
al of all decent citizens specifically
Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely
alstate that
society proposes to effective, thoroughly cleansing and
action. They contain
in
ways
pleasant
the
for
hold frequent public meetings
blue flag, are a remedy for constipa
purpose of considering those questions tion and sluggish liver, and a tonio to
not
the bowels, which are Improved by
that pflttaia o the puDltc welfare,
their use. Try them. They do not
only in tner community puv m
fail to give relief and satisfaction. O.
county.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
as
views
meets
exactly
my
"That
Store. Adv.
far as it goes. But, as I think, the
organization should ibe broad enough
to cover the whole ground of social
Hit Simple Plan.
citiienshlp. . At the organization meet
yes," confessed honest Farmof
'jWell,
In
favor
to
resolving
ing I objected
er 'llornbeak, the while a grim grin
the enforcement of. aay particular wrfnkled his weather-beatecountenlaws and of .confining .thai manage ance, "it's a good 'eal o' trouble, but
I
ment to particular denominations.
the satisfaction I feel amply repays
urged that ' ttes iriovementrrhe jnade me for the extry work. Ye see, by debroad 'enough to cover the rural dis grees I'm sharpening tip the top' of
tricts and that a personal canvass be every stump on the place and in the
of all course o' time I hope to have matters
made to secura the
so arranged that the hired man will
on
a
platcitizens who would stand
find it fully aa comfortable to stand
form as broad as the Interests of the
up durln' the day as to sit down."
people. . I mentioned especially the
Catholic clergy, who have accomplishPrice of a Distinction.
ed so much already In welfare work
"Now, sir," said the persuasive philin the rural communities, borne oi anthropist, "we want you to be the
hairman of the big meeting which
the 'suggestions made were acted on
at once. To me it eeems imperative, if wb are to hold."
"How much?" inquired Mr. Casp.lm
the organisation is to succeed, that it
wearily.
Ibex,
a
than
temperance
must bo broader
"I don't quite follow you."
the
for
a
than
society
broader
society,
"How much is the deficit that yoi
dismission of laws, broader than any
my subscription to meet?"
jipect
denominations or creeds or political
i personal liberty.
I bad intended tc
parties.
for brk-fl- to that contention !n
'I said this would be my last, letter
today to state wheth
but if you will kindly grant ro
but I. was
a Law and OrAer
believe
I
little further indulgence 1 will an
er or not
eawie as such In this community v wer the question somewhat more fui
y than I had fetonded,
hipfttmiable, a srur upon tu
them-sellve-

,
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"How much
she1 asked..
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HARRIS, Pres

GEO. II. HUNKEE, Vice Pres
CECILIO KOSENWALD, Secretary
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"Ninety cents a. bushel," said the
'
owner.
'
"Oh, my!" exclaimed the woman.
"That seems high;' I paid only 80
cents for the last
' Taters ve gone tip," said the
grower indifferently, and the .woman
went over to the second wagon and
asked the same question. The own
er's manner was in marked contrast
"These are the best potatoes in the
market, ma' am," he said. "Let me
show them to you and tell you why.
In the firBt place, I raise the kind with
small eyes, so there'll be no waste in
peeling potatoes are too high now
adays to peel away. Then I sort them
by sizes. In each bag you'll find a
large size for boiling, frying, and fancy
shapes and a medium size for baking.
The baking size cooks quickly, all
done at the same time, and saves coal
or gas, whichever you use. We wash
all our potatoes clean at home, too.
You could put one of these bags into
your parlor and not soil the carpet,
and you don't have to pay me for any
dirt. I'm getting $1 a bushel for
them."
He sold her three bags. Country
Gentleman.
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are potatoes today
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MADE

GOOD
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DANCING
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Competitor Lost

THEY SHOUW DISCUSS

WANTED Residing in
or near Eimall towns, take orders
on our special plan allowing return
of unsold goods; makes quick easy
sales; $1 commission on each order.
Write for pocket outfit today. Burd
Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago.
namo

IN FARM

How One Producer Raised the Price
and Made a Sale, Which Hit

first
ji
i,

SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1914.

Convivial Party Had Reasons for
'
tiring Further Rendering of
"Watch on the Rhine."
'

X

De- -

'

The following story comes from
Germany, and pretends to recite facts
only facts. Diagonally across the
street from my lodging, says the teller
of it, there is a restaurant, .which has
two dinijig-room- s
set side by side,
both very, jmuch frequented of a Sun
day evening. One room is the chos
en resort of the Society for the Encouragement of Patriotic Music. The
other room is used by the Candymakers' Social club. Last Sunday the
musical society gave a concert in its
room, while the confectioners had a
ladies' evening in theirs. Naturally

the patriotic musicians rendered the
"Watch on the Rhine" without the
least suspicion that in the next room
the gentlemen confectioners and their
ladies were dancing to the music thus
provided gratis.
When the patriots had done "The
Watch on the Rhine" twice over to
their entire satisfaction there was a
pause. Then tl?e door the door lead
ing into the next room popped open
and one of the confectioners an en
in his head
thusiastic dancef-pOke- d
once
,
Play that bully two-steagain for us, please," he cried. New
York Saturday Post.
p

Cheese From Trees.
A German traveler reports that the
negroes of the Kamerun country, in
Africa, make a cheese of which they
are very fond from the seeds of a tree
known as Treculla Africana. They
cook, the seeds, and then shell and
crush them into a semillquid mass.
After flavoring the mass with pepper,
and pouring off the liquid, they mold
coloi
it into cakes of a grayish-whit- e
that at first do' "not tasta at all like
cheese. The pembe, as, the natives
call, the stuff, has to ripen Just like
ordinary cheese. To this end, the natives expose the cakes to the air.' The
color gradually changes from gray to
yellow, and finally to brown. During
the ; process the cakes, smell like
:

.

cheese, but later, have'' a distinctly
sour odor. When ripe, they taste like
strong cheese; and, In fact, is they
are formed by the same bacterial
changes that give flavor to our own
cheeses, it is quite correct to call this
native delicacy cheese from a tree.- Youth's Companion.

Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We'pay 4
per cent oa Saviris
counts, on Checking Accounts 2 per cent

i

LITTLE

LEAGUES

LOOK FOR

to Columbia, S. C, end Augusta, Ga.
Both cities were members of the
league several years ago.
Clinton and Marshalltown, Iowa, are
the new; cities in the Central association circuit. They supplant
Mon
mouth and Kewanee, IU-- .
In the Virginia league Roanoke loses
its manager, "Buck" Pressly, who
goes to the Norfolk team as pilot.
The new managers in the North
Carolina league includes Louis Cook,
Asheville; Thomas L. (Red) Owen,
Greenesborcv
and Jack Spaulding,
Charlotte.
A notable change among, . Texas
league managers is the selection of
Pat Newman to succeed Joha Fillman,
the veteran manager of,, the Houston
team,
,,
Of the new leagues to start business
thiB.eason the.Colonial league seems
to bo,tatractlng most attention... This
league will have a tight little circuit
made up of Brockton, Fall River, New
Bedford and Attleboro Mass.', and
Woonsocket and Newport, R. I.
The old. Western, association Is to
bo revived by cities gf Missouri, Kan
sas., and Oklahoma and a new Ohio
arid West Virigina league Is to be
placed on the map before the season
gets under way.

SECOND DOXD ALL
GAME 0CCU IS

'

CO!
THEY THINK THE, COMING SEA
SON WILL BREAK ALL RECORDS FOR RECEIPTS
Chicago, March 21. Minor league
baseball organizations in all parts of
the country have about completed
preparations for the opening of what
n
they predict will be a season of
prosperity, and this notwithstanding the threat of the Federal
league to grab all of their playerh4
showed class, without the formality of
handing over real money for their release.
While keeping one eye on, the Federals the minor league magnates
have kept steadily on the Job all winter, strengthening their circuits wherever possible, making up the season's
schedules and signing managers-anplayers. Numerous changes in
and team managers have taken
place since the close of last season.
One of the most notable of the
changes was the transfer of the Toledo team of the American association
to Cleveland.
The Cleveland team
will be managed by the veteran Jim
Sheckard and will play its home
games on the American league grounds
while the Naps are on the road.
Two other new managers will pilot
teams in the American association.
Bill Armour returns to the game as
manager of the Kansas City Blues and
Jack Hendricks will have charge of
the Indianapolis outfit.
The Southern league circuit remains
the same as last year. ' New managers
selected include the following: Mlque
Finn, Memphis; Harry McCormick, the
former Giant, at Chattanooga; John
Dobbs at New Orleans; Robert Gilks
at Montgomery, and Bris Lord, formerly ot the Boston Braves, at Moblue-ribbo-

cir-crui-ts

bile.

Y. M. C. A.

WITH

,

e

o

Wide World Magazine.
'

Sherlock Holmes on Love.
Doctor Watson has just told Sherlock Holmes of his impending marriage, and having received the great
detective's good wishes, ha saya,
"Thank you, Holmes! Some of theea
days, I hope, I shall be congratulat-bi;
you!"
Holmes No marriage without love,
Watson!
Wafaon Then, why not love?
i
Holmes Absurd, Waisoa! A
i
I am not for love, nor love f
ft would disturb iny reason -- u i'
'nee my faculiici! Love it
law in the crystal,' sand in 0 a c' t
h
vork, Iron near the magna'
,'o! I have other work la the vn V
I

I

1

From "The

8uck!':d

B.uiil.M

--

Tonight at tha TV Mi C. A. th
games of the boxball series between
the combination teams, ladies and
gentlemen of St. George, Kas., and
Las Vegas, will take place. The public is cordially invited, especially the
ladies, to witneua the bowling. The
men will roll at 1:13 o'clock and theladies at 8:15 o'clock.
The Y. M. C. A-- has just received
the detailed scoria from St. George
for last Tuesday's match and it seems
that there was an error in the wire
tht was sent The. score reported
by. wire was 4,086; it should be 4,4Iio.
..
..
,n,.l nH Hit) c?,.
ou I
lliUIl war
j iuo wiiu iui
2,835, for the Las Vegaa men 3.3C2.
For the Las Vegas ladies 1,775 and
the St. George ladies l,6dl.
Following are the detailed scores
for both; teams:
FEDERAL LEAGUE HAS
Las Vegas
Ladies 1,776
SPENT BIG FORTUNE Mary Hays
130 134 142
141 153 147
Mrs. LeNolr
107 115 115
Frances Myers
NEW BASEBALL
'
ORGANIZATION
90
94 117
Marie Mann
IS OUT $2,500,000 BEFORE
85
100 103
Ruth Parkin
SEASON OPENS

March 21. The Federal
league has spent so far in its campaign the sum of $2,500,000, according
to figures given out today by Presi
dent Gilmore. The expenditures in
clude, rental of grounds for playing
fields, money spent for stands and
buildings and advance salaries given
to bail players.
Regarding reports from the east today that Governor Tener had said the
National league would offer $800,000
to Charles P. Taft for his holdings In
the Chicago club' it was said here
today that the ,Qonnery-Spiege- l
Syndi
cate was favored as the future owner
of the club, jihould the deal go
through. John. T. Connery, head of
the syndicate, already has been found
acceptable by the National league
here, it was learned. -
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579

Hanson.
LeNoir -

247
220
232

243
206

232
205

256

244
27
24S
245
213

,

DeMarais Ungaro
Hits'-

3,362

-

256
220

10SS 1122 1142

Grand Total 5,138
St. Georga
Ladies 1,601
90
96

115

106
101
123

98

113
123
107

95
125

125

516

513

572

.133

205
119
199

178
35

189
109

133
233

ino
liV

909

84 'J

&

E. Light
E. Custer

-

M. Roberts
If. Heath
W. Dalton

Gentlemen

SO

S3

2,835

Teague

1C3

Crowl

1C6

Heath
Light
Custer - -

S3

3

Grandi Total 4,435
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TEAMS WILL CLASH
THE ST. GEORGE
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Plane Trees of Canosa.
Not least among trees which have
become celebrated are two giant trees
at Canosa, near .Raguga, that "pearl
of the Adriatic". Within three hours'
walk of Ragusa, on an elevation
above the tldelees sea, lies the famous garden of Count Gozze. From
a primitive landing place a path leads
p between olives and pomegranates,
'myrtles and oleanders to the level
spot 'where the two colossal trees
have stood from time immemorial-Theffect pf the larger tree upon' a
spectator Btanding beneath it is positively overwhelming. - It takes twenty-fivpaces merely to walk closely
round the' trunk, while-thspreading
branches reach horizontally for from
thirty to forty paces, and then bend
pub-liupward and fork. A good-sizemeeting could be held in the shade
of either of these immense trees.

TONIGHT

.

.

Erie, Pa., and Toronto, Ont, have
displaced Berlin and Guelph in the
Canadian league circus One result
of the new arrangement has been to
elevate the league to a Class B or
ganization George Smith, former
Boston-Buffalmanager, will pilot the
Erie team.
The "Little' Old" New England
Nationals Will Fight
league has dropped Fall River and
Brockton and admitted Fitchburg,
Marca 21. The
Ca.,
Augusta,
Mass., and Iewiston, Me., to the cir Georgia contract labor law will be In-cuit. Fred Lake, veteran big league yoked, should Federal league agents
player and manager, jvill own and attempt to open negotiations with
manage the Fitchburg' team, while Brooklyn National , , league players.
William McMahon has been signed to This announcement was made at the
manage the Lewlston outfit
Brooklyn training" camp- here today
e
In the
league Reading by Manager Robinson, when told of
takes the place of Atlantic City. Har- the presence in Macon of Harry C.
ry (Izzy) Hoffman, formerly of ;the Gessler,,, manager, of the Pittsburgh
...
.
Chicago Cubs, has been signed as pilot ' Federals,
....' ,"'.
of the new team. Ia the same league
Gessler yesterday was. served with
John Castle, who managed the Atlan an injunction restraining him from
tic City team last season, goes to Al- - approaching any player under con
lentown as manager. The veteran tract with the Boston Nationals in
'
s'
Zeke Wrigley will lead the Trenton training at Macon.,
iX
team. ' "If any attempt la made, by GessSeveral managerial changes have ler to negotiate with any Brooklyn
been announced in the Three-- I league players under contract, 1 shall emrecently. Clarence Rowland, owner ploy the same method uaed yesterday
and manager of Dubuque team- for by Manager Stallings of the Boston
several years, has signed as manager Nationals," said Manager Robijisbal"' ;
for Peoria, while Forest,', Flags' suc
ceeds Rowland,, at Dubuque, Howard WHITE AND AZEVECO TO MEET
Wakefield, formerly of the Cleveland
Racine, Wis., March 21. Manager
Naps, joins the league as manager of John Wagner has prepared a "promis"
the) Springfield team.
ing card for tho entertainment of the
Five of the eight clubs in the New local fight fans .at hia cl'ib in this
York State league have engaged new
city Monday night. The main event
managers for this season. The new will bring together Charlie White, the
managers are Fred Payne, Syracuse; Chicago lightweight, and Joe Aaevedo,
John Kelly, Scran ton; Pets Noonan, the Califonilan. The articles call for
Wilkesbarre; Kid Conroy, veteran big a
bout, wuh tho welr.ht r;xed
league infielder, Elmira; and Eddie at 133 i o.inda at 6 r 't f'c. It, v ,'1 ho
Phelps, former Brooklyn catcher, Al- the fir- -t t.iiio tho ;..
t m Uo
bany.
ring.
The WaterTmry franchise ia the
Eastern association has been bought
t:a ro'Ai:
by Lee Fohl, who managed the Akron,
" , n. y, :
O., team last season. Mcriden, ia the
: :
. 3 N
Mid
association last Benson, has
in '
dropped and the team transfcrr Its fi: t
be A'
New Britain.
i i
At the recent meeting of the North-- r.i.iH 1 t''.tv v ' i
,
Muincnr 3 a 1 T a C'
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SANTA FE FIGHTER ARRIVES LAST
WILL BOX WITH
NIGHT;
YOUNG DURAN
Young Ad Wolgasj;,-- the prize
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man

Hustliing man or wo
representative wanted in each
SAVING ON
locality, 18 to 50 years cf age. ' T )
join this Society and mrjcduce our
Memberships. Part or full time, ?50
to $500 a month. Kteey member
you recommend give you a steady
income each month thereafter. Hon
orable and dignified engagement,
ALL SIZES
Experience Is not required. Only
one appointment in each locality; fl
FEET
hurry and be the first to apply. HiJBBBBSiiBSf BISIEBESa
Write the I L U, 1253, Covington,
OIL AND WATER WELL CASING

"

100,000

- IRRIGATION

Ky.

PIPE

-

SURFACE IRRIGATION PIPE- LADY OR GENTLEMAN

LAM

fair educa
tion, to act as our representative in
home town. Exclusive
territory
given.
Selling experience unneccessary. We furnish capital. Show
you how to build permanent bust
ness that should pay $2,000.00 first
year. Staple line. Our booklet,
"How to Start in Business for Your
self" explains alL Free on request.
Address Box 1599, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sc

TELEPHONE

POSTS --EUlLDING COLUMNS
Immediate Shipments
Write, phone or wire for special prices
AD4MS PIPE WORKS
Los Aniteles, Cal
2030 Bay St.,
Phones Broadway vm-- V 1917

-

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
M.
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comntglt
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglae avenae el
third Thursday
la 8 o'clock. Visiting members are ie
J. C. Werta, Pr
each, month. Visiting diaUy welcome
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O, B
vited. Uuy M. Cary. W. Mi, H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary.

f.fl

sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith,
C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.

a

I

. Meets
every Monday erenlns at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting
Dretnren cordially invite to attend
'"euenstine, n. G.; A. T. Eoeera
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
wertz. Treasurer;
V. Hedecock.
cemetery Trustee.

B.

P. O. ELKS Maeta mm
IIIU
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Vlsltin
Douglas
brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

mate, soil and water, In con
junction with Intelligent labor,
work wonders. Alfalfa, fruits,
garden truck; poultry and dairy
products point the way to more
than a mere living.
COLONIST EXCURSIONS

IIRGH

15

10 APRIL IS, 1914

y
second-clas- s
Then
tick
ets from Las Vegas to Los An
geles, San Francisco. San Diego
and to many other polntai in
California will foe sold for $30.00
Corresponding fare from points
on other ' lines, in connection
with the Santa Fe, liberal stop
over privileges.
Three fast
trains dally from Las Vegas
carry tourist sleepers and free
chair cars. Harvey meals.
For tickets, reservations and
information apply to
one-wa-

R.
$1

R.
C.

BABY CHICKS, 10c. Rhode Island Reds
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os

'

age City, Kansas.
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L BATCHELOH,

AGENT
Lbs Vegas, New Mex

Depart

7:45 p. n
7:20 p. m
11:68 p. n.
4....1l:54 p. m
8...; 2:25 a. m..... 2:30 a.
2:00 .
10.... 1:35 p. m
West Bound

2...,

a
a

Arrive

1....
S....

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

?....

Depart

p. m

SI
Sly

a. m
p. m

m.....

p.

f.

a
a

a
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For YOU!

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

-

It

'

giving you
a present for do
ing something
you d do any
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

1

S'

Meets second anr:
fourth Thursday
evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.

FLOUR really

MAN PROCESS

day of the month in the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at t o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Chariot
Greenclay, Secretary.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIO
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays 01
each month at 8 p. m, C. H. Stewart
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vleltini
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially welcoae and
i
cordially Invited.

PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL
(STER-

LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday to O. R. C. hall.

EMPRESS!
can be ob

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
O. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
--

Main 230.

is. g

Made by GER-

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet

b thii city

tained

from

,

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lbs., or More, Esch Dslvsry
Iba, to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
Ibt., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbsH to 203 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200

AG UA PU

9c
......
.........26oS0o

per 18 "
per lit Ike.
per 191 Ifc
per 1ft 16

......-4- o

..w..6So Pr lit
C 0 II P A NY

It A

16

a

tte
!, James

ParMa

Harvesters, Btorers, aad Dirtributom ft Natural
Lasting Qualities ol Whiea Have Made Lm Teg

FOR RE NT-- -- Furnished house. Phone

OFFICE 7S1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ATTOKNEY8
Modern furnished rooms
with board if desired. 710 Grand.

1:35 p.
6:40 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 y.

A1

Because there you will have
a chance to succeed. There, cli

FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at
home kind. Phone Purple 5623.
Mrs. Charles Lewis.

May-hatche- d

East Bound
Arrive

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth atreet nn th
first and third Mondava of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiersman, President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

CALIFORNIA

Household
furniture.
1109 Douglas avenue.

FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c,
and S1.25 per setting of 13; R. C.
I. strong
cockerels.
W. Wesner.

LOCAL TIME CARD

No.
No.
No.
No.

a

Jou Will Like

For Czto
SALE
Mrs. Vasse,

Meets first and third Tier
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visitlup brothers cordiaV
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglma.
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z,
KNIGHTS TEMPLARRrk- jb lar conclT
T

L. O. O. MOOSE

Representative for our
firm, one' that la interested in fruit
growing preferred, for our high
grade nursery stock. The Denver
Nursery Company, 4100 West 46th
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

CAFF

AfiO

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

PILLS

fort
lrnirfcTl"t.
DIAMOND II HAM FILLS, for 8
yearak&ownuBest,Sfest,AlwysKel1sbl
SOLD Bi DRUGGISTS tVtKYVinLlit

Wanted

FOR

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER
CHS BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Jiamond ltrnd
la Ked rj Uotd meullic
fill
boxes, sealed with Bluo Ribbon, V
Take ma Atit. Itiiv f roDP V
Ask

NUMBER, MAIN S.

OPTIC'S

LOBBY

LAS vBtJA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY- AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
lties. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
vocation first Monday In
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar Is
each month at Masonic
safe, pure and certain in results. Con
tains no opiates. O. G. scnaerer ana
Temple &t 7: SO p. m. p. No,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
No.
No.
Blood, Secretary,
No.
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS
BRAND.
A
LODGE NO.

FOR RENT

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hank
Attorneys-at-La-

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
New Mexi
baa Vegas,
as.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of tne firm of F. X
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Dentist
afore
State
and
of
Toledo,
City
county
Dental work of any description at
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
moderate prices
for each and every case of Catarrh Room
Block, Tel Main
Center
1,
use
of
that cannot be cured by the
New Mexico
Las
Vegas.
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENE.T.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
MONUMENT CO
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
Albuquerque, N. M.
A. XV. GLEASON,
(Seal)
215 E., Central
'
Notary Public.
23 Tears Practical Experience.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interW. W. BOWERS
nally and acts directly upon the blood R, A. JONE3
ana mucous surfaces of tne system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. Profesional Health Culture for Ladies
Sold by all drussts, 75o.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Take Hall's Family Fills for
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
Steam Laundry Building
For constipation, chamberlain's Tab-letarg excelelnt. r .''' to take, mild
Phone Vegas 128
and pentle In effect ifive them a trial Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
1
lor sale by all dealers A v.
JONES-BOWER-

I2E

"She

p

FOR SALE Five passenger, touring
car, also my black driving mare,
buggy and harness.. Ben Coles.

i
pilC

O

Minneapolis, Minn., March 21. Dr.
George E. Vincent, president of the

WANTED

c

3

O

o
o
o1
.J

To

CONGRATULATED

VINCENT

University of Minnesota, was the recipient of many congratulations today
on the occasion of his fiftieth birthday anniversary. Dr. Vincent was
bora In RocMord, 111., the son of Rev.
John H. Vincent, .btsuc-- of the Meth
odist church and - famous, as the
founder of the cbautauqua movement.
II
The son graduated from Yale in 1885
and for several yearsi engaged in.
newspaper work and later traveled
abroad. In 1907 he 'became dean of
the faculties of arts, literature and
science In the University of Chicago.
RATES fOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
In 1911 he was caled to the presl- TISEMENTS
dendy of the University of Minnesota
to succeed Dr. Cyrus Northrup.
Five cent per line tach Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy let space than two
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing ,
All
lines
advertisements charged
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com
will be booked at space actually set
for an Inflamed and congested
pound
ithout regard to number of words. condition
of the air passages and bronCash In advlnce preferred.
chial tubes. A cold develops quickly
If not checked and bronchitis, lagrippe

i.

Job Work

MARCH 21, 1914.
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uA9 VEGA8 DAILY
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS',
PROCEEDINGS
,

(Continued from Yesterday.)
Saturday, September 20th, A, D. 1913.
The Board met pursuant to adjourn-

ment at

2:00 o'clock.
Fidel Ortiz, Chairman;
John, H, York, County Commissioner;
Antonio A. Gallegos, County Commissioner; Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the
Board; Florentine Montoya, Inter-

Present:

preter.
The record of the proceedings of

the last Regular Session, and a

Spec-

ial session qf September 8th, read, approved and signed.
Bids for Bridges.
This day day having heen fixed by
the Board untif 2:00 o'clock thereof,
for the receiving of bids for the construction of two bridges, within the
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico, one over tne Gallinas Kiver
at the foot of Independence Avenue,
of the Town of Las Vegas, and the
foot of Prince Street, of the City of
Las Vegas, and the other at Kearney's
Gap, and due publication calling for

,1

Yr"

6

'!

?A'

a

'i.i

i

bids and proposals having been made,
according to law, and the plans and
specifications for said bridges being
presented hiy the County Englnper, ap
proved and filed in the orflce of the
Clerk, ail. sealed bids presented in accordance with said notices are now
submitted to the Board, there being
five bidders as to each of said bridges,
and mpon motion of John H. York,
the Clerk is directed to open and read
such bids, the same being as foliews.
t:

,

Pueblo Bridge Co., Gallinas Kiver,
Plans on file; Kearney's
$11,995.00,
Gap, $3,250.00, plans on file.
Bl Paso Bridge & Iron Co., Gallinas
River, $11,200.00, Plans on file; Kear
ney's Gap, $2,450.00, Plans on file.
Frank J. Gehring, Gallinas River,
Plans on file; Kearney's
$11,000.00,
Gap, $2,480.00, Plans on nle.
Midland Bridge Co., Gallinas River,
$10,712.00, Plans on file J Kearney's
Gap, $2,490.00, Plans on file.
Midland Bridge Co. Gallinas River,
$10,200.00, Plans submitted; Kearney's
Gap, $2,500.00, Plans submitted.
Mo. V. B. & Iron Co., Gallinas River, $10,480.00, Plans on file; Kearneys
Gap, $2,305.00, Plans on file.
Mo. V. B. & Iron Co., Gallinas Riv
er, $9,965.00, Plans submitted,
such bids and proposals having been
submitted together with the necessary
Bid Bonds as required by order of this
Board, and 'published notices' calling
for bids, upon further examination,
it appearing that the Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron Co., Is the lowest
bidder for the construction of both of
said bridges, now upon motion duly
'
seconded, ;
Be it resolved and ordered by the
Board, that the Bids and proposals for
the construction of the two bridges,
one over tne Gallinas River, and one
at Kearney's Gap, within San Miguel
County, New Mexico, of the Missouri
Valley Bridge & Iron s Co., being
$104S0 for the Gallinas River Bridge,
as per plans on file, or $9,965.00, as
per plans submitted, and $2,365.00 for
the Bridge at Kearney's Gap, as per
plans on file, be accepted and the
contracts for such work are awarded
said Company, the Board to determine
on Monday next as to which of said
planB for the Gallinas River Bridge
will be adopted and the Clerk is directed upon the entering Into contracts
between the County of San Miguel
and the said Missouri Valley Bridge
& Iron Co., for the construction of
said Bridges, to return to the above
mentioned unsuccessful bidders their
respective Bid Bonds, submitted with
their bids as above set forth.
Taxes E. Barber Estate.
(PETITION INSERT)
Now comes Byron T. Mills, Administrator, of the Estate of E. Barber,
and files his petition, praying th.'s
Board to adjust and authorize the Collector and Treasurer of San Miguel
County, N. M., to accept payment of
such taxes as may seem proper by the
Board on lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, in
Block 2 of the John Pendaries Ad
dition to Las Vegas, N. M., and the
Board upon due consideration does
hereby authorize the said Collector,
etc., to accept the eum of $10.00 in
full payment for all back taxes on
said property, with the exception of
the years 1892, 1906 and 1912, which
are to be paid in full as shown on
the tax rolls. The said Collector is
also authorized to make such assess
ments, corrections and divisions on
the said tax rolls as may be necessary
to show affirmatively the payment of
such taxes, and the Collector is authorized to make a nominal assessment
for 1906 of lots 8 and 9 aforesaid.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Attest LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
(SEAL)
;
Taxes of May Hays.
The following resolution, relative to
taxes within the Town of Las Vegas,
San Miguel County, New Mexico, hav
ing been presented by A. T. Rogers,
Jr., as Attorney for said partly, upon
the reading and examination thereof,
and upon motion duly made said reso.
lution is approved and ordered entered of record and the said A, T. Rogers, Jr., is required to pay the sum
of $2.50 in part payment for the publication of said resolution, the same
being in words and figures as follows,
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(RESOLUTION)

considered said retition and granted
the same,
Now, Therefore, be it resolvad by
said Board and ordered, as follows:
1.
That the, taxes against, the folA
lowng described pioptrty,
certain tract of land tnd real estate
.u the northerly ;a-- f. of tie Town ot
Ias Vegas, N. M.t in Precinct 26 (now
Precinct 5), San Miguol County, N.
East by
M., and bounded as follows:
Pacific Street or Hot Springs Road;
North by an alley; West property of
Julianita M. de Hays, and South by
an arroyo, and better described as
follows:
Commencing at a point on
the west line of North Pacific Street,
northerly from the northwest end of
the stone bridge or culvert over the
arroyo, where the north line of Ber
nalillo Street in said Town, is extend
ed, would intersect the west line of
North Pacific Street; thence running
In a northerly direction along the
west side of said street 254 ft and 4
inches to the corner of an alley,
which extends westerly from said
street; thence in a westerly direction
along the south 'boundary line of said
alley 88 ft. and 10 inches; thence iu a
southerly direction along a line at
right! angles to the south line ot said
alley 195 feet to an arroyo; thence in
an easterly direction following the
courses of said arroyo 230 feet to the
place of beginning, have been paid for
the years 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889,
1890 and 1904, and it is ordered that
said taxes against said property for
said years be duly marked paid on the
tax rolls for said County, and it fur
ther appearing that the foi'owin,j
named parties during said years of
some said, years, were owners of a
part of said property, and of the
strips thereof, making said entire
tract, it is further ordered that the
description of said property be in
serted in the tax rolls in the assess
ment against the following named par
ties, and the taxes marked pa'd lor
said years,
For the years
1885 to and including the year XidO,
May Hays, Jesusita Lucero, Juan Ley- ba and Concepcion Pineda de Leyba,
his wife, H. Romero and Bro., or M.
Brunswick, assignee ot H. Romero and
Bro.; and for the year 1904, Julianita
M. de Hays. It is further ordered that
such entries be made upon the said
tax rolls and the records of said County
of San Miguel, by the proper authori
ties, as may be necessary to clear
said described property of sush taxes
for each and every of said named
years,' and to show said taxes as paid
and settled.
Done in open session this 20th day
of September, A. D. 1913, by order of
the Board of County Commissioners
of San Miguel County, N. M.
..
FIDEL ORTIZ..-- .
Chairman of said Board of Count','
Commissioners.
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
to-wi- t:

to-wi-t:

0P1C,
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at 9:00 o'clock.
Attorney, they are read, signed, apFIDEL ORTIZ! Chairman. proved and ordered filed for record in
Attest LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. the office of the Clerk, and upon the
Monday, September 22na, A. I). 1913. filing of the necessary contract bonds
The Board met pursuant to adjourn- with this Board said Company will
ment.
proceed with the construction of said
Present: Fidel Ortiz, Chairman; bridges in accordance with the conJohn H. York, County Commissioner;
tracts aforesaid.
Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk of the Board.
Georeg K. Morrison, Esq., the County
Absent: Antonio a. Gallegos, Coun- Engineer, is directed to submit the
ty Commissioner.
above and foregoing mentioned conThe record of the proceedings of tracts for the construction of said two
Saturday, September 20th, read, ap- bridges to the State Engineer at San
proved and signed.
ta Fe, New Mexico, for his approval
Plans Contract Bridges.
as required by law.
The bids and proposals of the Mis- Court House Janitor.
souri Valley Bridge & Iron Company
Applications having been received
for the construction of two bridges, by the Board for the appointment of
one over the Gallinas River and one Court House Janitor, ft
appearing that
at Kearney's Gap, within San Miguel said position is vacant, upon motion
County, New Mexico, having hereto- duly made.
fore been accepted by the Board with
It is ordered by the Board that Pros-perth? privilege of deciding as to the
S. Baca, be, and he hereby is
plans to be approved for the Gallinas appointed Court House Janitor, comRiver Bridge, On this day, and the mencing with the first day of OctoCounty Engineer having carefully ex- ber, 1913, and he is directed to reamined the plans submitted for, a con- ceive iuto his custody, on said day,
crete birdge over the Gallinas River keys and all other property belonging
for the sum of Nine Thousand Nine to the Court House and pertaining to
Hundred Sixty-fiv- e
($9,965.00) Dollars, his work! as such, janitor.
and recommending the same, upon
Upon motion the board adjourned
motion of John H. York, .be it resolved subject to the call of tne Chairman
and ordered by the Board,
thereof.
fhat the folds of the said Missouri
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
Valley Bridge and Iron Co., for a Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
concrete truss bridge of .four spans,
Monday, October 6th, A. D. 1913.
at Independence Avenue and Prince
The Board of County Commission
street, crossing the Gallinas River be- ers of San Miguel County, New Mextween Las Vegas and East Las Ve ico, met in regular session, at the
gas for Nine Thousand Nine Hundred Court House of said County in Las
Sixty-fiv- e
($9,965.00) Dollars, as per Vegas, New Mexico, on the First Monplans submitted, also a steel bridge day in October, the same being Octosixty by Sixteen (60 x 16) feet with ber 6th, 1913, at 10:00 o'clock in the
wooden floor, at Kearney's Gap for forenoon of said day, and the follow- Two Thousand Three Hundred Sixty-fiv- e
Present:
John 11. York, Acting
($2,365.00) Dollars, as. per plans'
Present: John H. York, Actling
on file, within San Miguel County, Chairman; Antonio A. Gallegos, Co.
NSw Mexico, be and they are hereby Commissioner;
Lorenzo
Delgado,
accepted and approved, and the writ- Clerk of the Board. Absent: Fidel
ten contracts for said bridges respect- - Ortiz, Chairman,
The record of the proceedings of
ively being now submitted, the same!
having been examined by the District the regular September Session and
22nd, A. D. 1913,

o

other special sessions held during the of, that, at tha regular election ir?
month were read, approved and sign councilmen, aldermen and other r.'.?,
ed.
On t.'u
officers of such city
Taxe- s- S. Powers.
First Tuesday of April, A. D. 1!H4,
That certain parcel situated in the being April 7th, of said year, the quNorthern part of Las Vegas, New tion of Issuing negotiable sewer borJ-Mexico, measurilng 197 feet from of said city will be submitted to a,
North to South, bounded on the North vote of the qualified electors of s;.u4
by land of Abelina R. De Baca; South
city.
by land of Stephen Powers andi the
Such bonds antf the proceeds t'ioro
Las Vegas Improvement Company; of to be used for the purpose of a
East by Gallinas River, and West by
quiring necessary real estate, right ot
Boulevard.
privileges, extensions and necessary!
(PETITION INSERT)
in connection with sm;i
appurtenances
Now comes Stephen Powers and
for the sewer system of said city CTidj
files his petition in which he asks that
for enlarging, improving and extendthe property described! in his petition
such sewer system, by providing
be entered on the tax rolls for the ing
and constructing a sewer disposal
years of 1885 to 1890 inclusive, and
for the extension, use, enlarso
1900. and 1901, In order to correct the plant
and improvement of said scweij
ment
assessment of said property on said
system, the same Ibeing connected!
rollsy as provided by law, and the
for and to bo usetl
Board being duly advised in the prem with, necessary
sewer system;
as
a
of
the
general
part
Treasises does hereby auhorlze the
same now tv
the
as
said
of
the
city
urer and Collector to make such enwill be when extended to
and
as
it
tries at the name of the respective
prop-per- ly
owners of the said property at tie other parts of said city, bo a3 to
suoii
contents
of
of
the
dispose
said dates, or make a nominal assessment of said property for said years, sewer system.
Said .bonds are to be for the amount
as be may find most convenient. The
taxes under the said nominal assess- of Twenty Thousand ($20,000) Dolment not to exceed one dollar, and lars, but so muea only thereof to ba
used as shall be necessary for ta
publication fee of one dollar.
purposes aforesaid.
JOHN II. YORK,
Said bonds to be Issued in sucb da
Acting Chairman of the Board of
on such terms and in
Miot
nominations,
San
Commissioners
County
such form and manner as provided t
guel County, N. M.
(SEAL) LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. law,
It is further noted that the law pro
vides
that the qualified voters at sucli
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
election are such electors of said city;
as have paid a property tax theraia
NOTICE
during the year next preceding sud4
Notice relative to an election by the election.
City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, to Done at the City of Las Vegas,,
be held on the question of issuing aforesaid, this March 14th, A. D. 3914
Sewer Bonds of Baid City for the THE CITY COUNCIL OF SAID CIT'C
OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
purposes hereinafter mentioned.
'
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
Notice Is hereby given by the city
'
council of the City of Las Vegas, with Attest:
Mayor.
CHAS. TAMME,
in the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico, and by the mayor there
H
City Clerk.
,

fir

.

'

(SEAL)

RRI

Taxes of Anna E. Mayer.
William G. Haydon, as Attorney for
Anna E. Mayer, presented to the
Board a petition relative to the taxes
due on the certain property in Pre
cinct 29, East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
and upon reading same and after hearing said Attorney, being advi3ei in
the premises, the prayer of said petition Is granted, as folows,
(PETITION INSERT)
In the matter of the taxes of
Anna E. Mayer and Charles

flllAl

ITY-PflBFF-

J

:

Mayer.

It is ordered by the Board that that
portion of Lot 22, owned by them, be
assessed for taxes aipon the tax rolls
of said County for the year 1902 for
Dollars.
the sum of
Tliati a certain unplatted tract of
land described as follows: Lot bound
ed North by the alley; East ty property of W. E. Crites; South by Reld- linger Addition and West by property
of A. Strauss, be assessed by the Col
lector of said County for the years
1885 to 1890 inclusive for the sum of
Dollars, and for the years of
1903 to 1912 inclusive for the sum of
Dolars. Taxes in the sum of
Ten ($10.00) Dolars to be collected
for the above property.
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
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Bills Approved.
The following

accounts rendered
against the County of San Miguel,
having been examined, the same are
approved for payment, and the Clerk
is directed to issue his several war
rants in settlement thereof,
No. 10166, Jose B. Lucero, Wit.
Nestor Sena, Insane, Gen. Co. fund,

Iu re. Taxes on, property formerly of May Hays, et als.
in Pet. 26 (now 5) ,of San
Miguel County.
Whereas, it appearing from the tax 1912, $5.00.
rolls for San 'Miguel County, N. M.,
No. 10167, Tomasita Esqcibel de
that aH taxes assessed against May Sena, Wit. Nestor Sena, Insane, Gen.
Hays and others and against the jiiop- - Co. fund 1912, $5.00.
No. 10168, Crentiuo Montoya, Int. to
erty hereinafter described have been
paid for the years 1885, to and in Commrs, 1 day, Gen. Co. fuM, 1312,
to-wi-t:

..end

seethe

lntlien.-- J
4
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The GrnnJ Canyon is a
niile deep, miles wide and

j

jj

( j
(jajnted in sunset hues.
A short and inexpensive side trip
I j from main California line of the f J
l
S 'MiFe. In a Pullman all the way
l. Tavar Hotel, management Fred
'j
atcom- j fi.nvey, proviilts high-clai

mudiiions.
All yoii would like to know about
lie Canyon is told in onr booklet,
i
i.i "Titan of Chasms." A?k fqr it.
s

V

D.L. CATCIILLOK, Agent
fio)

cluding the year 1890, and also the
year 1904, but that the description of
the property on which said taxes
were paid, does not appear on the
tax rolls, and
Whereas, the present owners of said
property desire the tax rolls to be
corrected so that Uiy will show that
the taxes for said years have tsepn
paid, and the Board has been petition
ed- to direct that the description of
said property he spread upon the tax
roils for ald yean and the taxes be
marked paid, and the Hoard bavin

$2.00.
No.
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10169, J. M. Martinez, Part
Payt., Bridges, Camino Real, Bridge

fund, $100.00,
No. 10170, El Independferite Pub.
Co., Pub. Commrs. proceedings, Gen.
Co. fund, $102,30.
No. 10171, El Indepemllente Pub.
Co., Pub. Bonds, Schl. Dist. No. 10,
Con. Schl. fund. $2S.S0.
No. 10172, M. I Cooler, Pus; hire
Bridge Inspection, Iti'hlire fund, fl CO.
Upon motion the Hoard adloitnied
until Monday Moriiing, tSeptemlwr
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treat of various types of con
version and religious experiences and
LOCAL
show the part education plays for per
manent results.
The theme for the evening will be
IJght automobile lamps at 6:42
"Our Eternity." This discourse will
o'clock this evening.
A slight accident occurred yester- take into consideration the views of
day morning a the Raton yards of the Maurice Maeterlinck upon this sub
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood Santa Fe
Railway company when a ject, as well as other philosophical
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
passenger engine sideswiped a switch works. The pastor will speak from
locomotive, causing considerable dam-- 1 the viewpoint of Jesus and the early
Chicken dinner tomorrow at Hotel age. No on was Injured. The aeel- - Christians,
Romalne; 12:30 to 2 o'clock.- - --Adv.
dent occurred early In the morning.5
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1 Galon Cans "Oliveife" Brand

$2.93
Galon Cans "Olivette" Brand 1.50
70c
Small Cans "Olivette" Brand
1-- 2

mon will

ST. PAUL'S NOTES
Confirmation at St. Paul's church
tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock. Eighteen candidates will be presented for
confirmation. The sermon will be
preached by the Right Rev. F. B. Howden, bishop of New Mexico, who also
will administer confirmation.
Lenten services dally, except Wed
o'cIock.
nesday, at
Ladies' Guild will meet in the chapel

Business men's lunch every Monday
from 12 until 1:30 p. m. at the Ro-

FUST

THIS IS TDE VEBY

The body of Norman J. Gunderson
will be sent to Bricelyn, Minn., this
evening by j. c Johnsen and Son.
Burial will oohir at that place next
week.

ARIZONA OIL.'.

This Price for this Week Only
Hift

601

We also carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

Beginning next Monday a new
of collection of fares will be in
malne. Adv.
augurated by the street car company.
Fare boxes will be Installed in the
- For
Sale Columbus electric, four cars. This
style of box Is known as
passenger coupe, 1913 model. Almost the New Ilavea fare box, and ' has
new. A. T. Rogers, Jr.
proved to be successful on many street
railways.
For Sale Haynes
auto
mobile, good as new, modern equipDesiderio Sanchez was brought to
ments. Phone Main 115 or 297. Adv. Las
Vegas today from Wagon Mound on Tuesday after evening service.
Children's service every Saturday In
US
by a deputy sheriff and will be taken
YOU A
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aed to
to be arraigned be- the church at 4:15 o'clock.
MoraMonday
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
fore Judge David J. Leahy. Sanchez
The full choir will meet for rehearsal
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. was arrested.
.Thursday for. "shooting tonight In. the church at 7:15 o'clock.
he A full and prompt attendance Is urged.
up'1 Wagon Mound, according to
W.C. Page, salesman at the Rosen story that, reached here. ;
- i
FORMERLY
thal Furniture company; has received
six thoroughbred White Orpington
LAS 'VEGAS TOED SALES COMPANY
POST'S
snow
STORY
NOT
storm
which
The
startedabout
'
chickens from Denver. '
9 o'clock last night and continued at
intervals all night and part of today
AUTHENTIC-WAR- D
A public sale was conducted this was
practically over this afternoon.
morning at the office formerly occu- The snowfall registered In moisture
pied by the Las Vegas Democrat. The .10 Inch, while the total fall of snow
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
COMMENTS
fixtures were sold to the highest
was about three or four Inches. The
UPON GALL EGOS NARRATIVE
minimum temperature last night was
IN DENVER POST
13 degrees and the maximum yesterdThe boys' class at the Y. M. C. A. ay- was 42
degrees.
District Attorney Ward, when asked
today postponed its hike to the
whether he had anything t6i
today
ftfcflifezuma hotel on account of disAt the request of John Rudulph,
the extravagant story!
say
concerning
weather.
The
agreeable
hike prob- brother ofvMrs. Marguerite R. Tilton, in.
Denver
Post detailing a
yesterday's
ably will be made next Saturday or Leslie C. Wltten was appointed yestersensational confession by Carlos Galle- some day next week.
day by , Probate Judge Adelaldo
BY SPECIAL PERMISSION
gos remarked:
as the young woman's guardian.
rl
"Years
when
on
I
worked
The
ago
Yesterday was the last day of school This action was taken to enable Mrs.
GF THE FACTGHY--NEVE- R
Optic I wrote the following editorial:
for the students of the city schools un Tilton to settle
up the affairs of her 'The New York Sun once
gained such
til a week from Monday. The spring husband, who died several weeks ago.
EEFOHE PEEMITED
vacation will begin Monday and last Mrs. Tilton ia not yet 21 years of age, a reputation that neoDle said If vou
see It In the Sun, it's so. But the
one week.
The Normal University Mr. Wltten is her brother-in-lawDenver Post has such a reputation
does not have a spring vacation.
To make room for our
that people say it you see It In the
It was announced late this afternoon Postit's
1914
Hoosier line to arnot so.'
There will be an examination for a that the prize fight that was to have
statement
"The
.
apparently still
rive soon in our bijj Spring
j
fourth class postmaster in this city taken place on the evening of March
iv,
noias wun
Such a
on March 28. The position to be fill 31 has been
Car
3,
of Furniture, we have
until
postponed
April
story as that appearing Jn the Post
ed Is at Ribera, N. M., and the salary Promoter
O'Malley stated that this was about the Gallegos case causes one to
made terrific cuts in our
paid Is $303 per annum.
All other done on account of a Y. M. C. A,
marvel at the load of responsibility
Information may he obtained at the
course number appearing on
present stock. You
the yellows are willing to assume m
postoffice.
Tin. Hoosier
March 31. Young Wolgast is trainsave
many dollars on a
the way of misleading their readers."
Special Sayes Miles of Steps
ing daily at 3:30 o'clock in the afterThe
district
said
Hoosier now.
attorney further
for Tired Feet.
The telephone booth in the Santa noon .and at 8:30 o'clock In the eventhat his office had no information to
Fe station this morning was moved
of
a
in
west
the
hall
cafe
ing
Lobby
Our easy payment plan of a few dollars down and a
give out regarding the Gallegos case
from its old location in the northwest on Center street.
in
to
addition
the
facts
few dollars each month will apply at these reduced
generally
corner of the building to a place
prices.'
known and reported In The Optic.
the ticket office. This was done
In regard to the. Bridge street pavSame price cash or credit.
so that calls at the depot may be aning, William B. Stapp, acting mayor
swered more cjuickry.
of the town of Las Vegas during the
Our stock is limited so come early, if you would get a
NORMAL NOTES
absence of Mayor, Delgado, said this
Hoosier at these reduced prices on easy payments.
This evening at the O. R. C. hall morning the council had assured the
will occur the children's Purim ball
propertyowners that if bids submitted
The second issue of the Trigonian
for the members of the congregation are not satisfactory to the men who
News made its appeaarnce yesterday
of Temple Monteflore. This dance will will
pay for the improvement, all will morning. This week'B "sheet" is betbe strictly for the children and will be be
rejected. Mr. Stapp made it clear ter in every way than the first
a jolly affair. All children of this that the council is willing to do everyCOMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
congregation are Invited to be present. thing in its power to secure the best
Refreshments will be served.
of paving at the smallest cost to the
Wednesday morning at chapel O. A.
propertyowners.
Larrazolo
addressed the students on
. The First
Baptist church announces
care
the
in choosing a vo
necessary
among its special features for tomorMUTE WALKER HERE
cation. In his talk he told the stu
row a selection in the morning by the
D.
J.
Baker, a deaf and dumb man, dents that it was an absolute fact that
Baptist Male quartette. In the even- walked into Las Vegas last night from
one should prepare for his life work
ing the pastor will speak on the sub- Albuquerque on his way to Buffalo,
while in school and that he should
ject of "A Disappointed Young Man." N. Y., from San Francisco, Cal. Baker
A special musical number also will will remain In Las VegaB for several keep this In mind. Mr. Larrazolo stat.
ed that it was wrong for parents to
be arranged for the evening.
All not dalys and then continue on his journey.
all their money to their children
leave
He is walking on a wager, and earns
attending elsewhere, are cordially
and put them In such a position that
For the best on
his living on "the way by the, :isale of H was
today see us.
for them to work.
unnecessary
cards. ,
The students, were well pleased with
Miller Non.Skin or plain
Michelin
The Newton, Kas., Apprentice Boys'
Baker is a young man of about 20 his address
will
and
he
that
visit
hope
Basketball team arrived In Las Vegas years and has been afflicted, practical
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
the Normal again In the near future.
yesterday evening from Newton on his entire life. He started on . his
the way to Santa Fe, where It Is walk last year and hopes to finish by
for
auto.
The Trigonian society met Monday
to play the Santa Fa city team this the middle of next year.
session.
At
this
in
business
regular
evening. The Newton boys played the
time a baseball team and the chances
local Y. M. C. A. team here on Christ-pa- s
ROAD IS IMPROVED
team were discussed. (lL
ALL. An
lili'-afternoon and lost by a large ; J. M. Bentley has completed the for a track
btni Cu.iLv AT Cij!
margin.; Those who came in yester- work of cutting down the shale hill
GUAHAhTEED K2
The Normal folk were all sorry to
feefectkess
day, afternoon were Roy Mullin, M. south of Las Vegas, near Romero- as
was
the
lose
pinhe
but
eagle,
pet
Donalson, E. O. Balr, George Carson, vllle. This places the Romeroville- John Nicoll, Carl Doehrlng, Robert Las Vegas road In the best of condi ing away for his native haunts It was
Hand, Richard Vogel and Bert
tion. Mr. Bentley also cut out a raised crossing In the road and made
numerous fills along the highway.
The cartoon lecture by Mrs. Maude
Work at La Manga Gap, known also
L. Greene at the court house last night as the
Rocky Cut, is progressing at a
was attended by an audience that fill steady pace. The convicts are doing
ed the court room comfortably. Mrs. a big
thought only humane thai ihe he let the wbilA as secretaries of Young
piece of work there which will
loose. As for his heing arrested the Men's Christian
Greene's, hearers were enthusiastic be permanent In every way. This gap
associations were told
and appreciative and showed their is seven miles south of Las Vegas and
students think rthat Jhe, might - have by
received
who
Secretary
Bryan,
been more Considerate of the Normal's them in his office
genuine interest in the temperance automobillsits should visit the place
that their
today,
cause. Lieutenant Goyernor E. C. de and see the work that Is being done.
good name.
successes in the field of peace could
Haca actedas chairman of the meet
be as great as those accomplished on
Mrs.
ing as well as interpreter.
MRS. GREENE TO SPEAK
the battlefield. The young men were
BRYAN SAYS GOODBYE
Greene, who represents the national
"The Law and Order League and
recently graduated at the Internationorganization of the W. C. T. TJ., has Christian Citizenship," will be the subWashington, March 21. Fifty young al Young Men's Christian Association
been aBked by Rev. J. Milton Harris ject of Mrs. Maude L. Greene at the
men, about to go to various parts of College at Springfield, Mass.
to speak at the First Baptist church
Baptist church Sunday evening. Mrs.
tomorrow evening. She is a clever Greene addressed a union of the
handler of the" crayons as well as an churches of this
place about a month
counts
itneresting speaker.
ago, delighting and impressing her'j
'
If it may be termed a science must
hearers with her clever cartoon work.
There js Safety in a good
She will now apply her cortoon skill
Watch, but there is Danger
include a means of presenting the
in one that does not keep
1 VAULT AND CESSrOOL j! to the timely and important subject
announced. This notice supercedes any
accurate time. We fetake our
proposition to the greatest number
i former one for that time and plane.
1
watch that
every
reputation
of prospective buyers. To reach this
AH are
cordially invited. Don't miss
jroes out of our store,
it.
s
e
Kci'ardl.-sTho-of Price
siring work done
(.,: in the southwest un the
will please call on or phone
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LIVEEY etnd REPAIRING

ALL KEPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET
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TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO
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UNUSUAL SALE'

Mojo dlaqker
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H00SIERHITC1HEN CABINETS

Direct frorj4he Indian Resertations-Larg- e'
Assortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
--

Ta-fay-

n

F :F-- t

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing; more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

:
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CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

WHEN YOU CUT THE
G A. PC ED

made with our Pure Quill
flour you will be surprised at
Its lightness and beautiful

FLOUR

"

i

appearance. You will be
delighted witb,its flavor. For
the use of our flour Insures
a good Baking. Try a sack
today and you'll lie, a regular
customer hereafter.

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
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J.
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M

the market
thread.
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tubes
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FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES
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T3EOPLE are looking for them ""sry iayv Advcr- tise your rooms in the Optic's J;c Rent' Column
and get results
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The LacVerJas Automobile
and r2achin Shop
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A. V. Patterson.
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Transfer Co.
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CHRISTIAN

CHURCH

NOTES

The Rev. John Lee Irnhof .ill
on two old find Intnrestinsr themes at
the First Christian cnur'-fttotnoiwv .
His subject for th momir.g v ill b"
"Salvatlcn by Education." TLH fp-- -

The
Science of
Soiling

Farms'
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OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

